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FOREVORD AND ACKNOWLEDGENT

This is the second of a series of studies dealing with
the natural resourøea of the State of Washington.

The first,

8Power in the State of Washingtoi," was a survey of the present

power situation, the potential future hydro.eleotric power devel
opinent within the State and the public problems surrounding the

industry.

The following survey of Forestry

also deals with the

present status of the industry, its potential future, and the
present public problems and future obeotives of forestry within
the region, and its affiliated industries,
Nhile the problem in the Power Survey was one of

transmuting a highly teøhjoaj. sub3eot into
the language of the
layman, the problem in the present study is
one of condensing a

subject, vast in its 1.mplicatjons and ramifications,
erate sized volume and still present a comprehensive

into a mod.

picture of

the subject as a whole.
Like the Power Survey, thi; study is bound to raiae
oon
troverajal issues.

to keep

this

Uowevo

volume as

it has been the desire of the

author

free as possible from prejudicial influences,

and with that thought in

mind he has been very eautioue in

select..

ing the sources of his material, to which,
the bibliography will
attest.

The writer has also adopted the same

that he used in

method of approach

Power Survey; presenting first the forestry

8c..108.
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situation from the national viewpoint, including a brief history
of its problems, and then reviewing the same material from the
local viewpoint,

In the sections under Part III specific prob-

lems and objeotives are then discussed..

Vhile the meat of the

entire study will be found in Part III, the writer felt that the
rather lengthy presentation of basic material in Parts I and II
was absolutely necessary for the reader to have a proper comeprehension of the problems involved.

Up until a few years ago the people of Washington and
the entire Northwest showed an indifferent attitude toward their
great heritage in natural resources, and especially their forests,
Despite the warnings of conservationists and forestry officiala,
the people as a whole paid little heed.

They are now showing

evidence of an aroused interest, which gives this survey at least
the element of tlinelinesa.

The time has come when the people of

Washington must know their forestry if they hope to preserve their
greatest single asset.

The writer wishes to especially thank Mr. Irving M. Clark
for his kindly interest and suggestions, and Senator Homer T. Bone
for his prompt helpfulness in securing necessary government docu-

ments,

He is also indebted to Mr. Harold Pr'itohett, President of

the International
and Mr. John

Woodworkera of AmericaS, and Mr, Kenneth Davis

Stanioch,

officials of the Sawmill and Lumber Workers'

Union, for their help in preparing the chapter on Labor Relations1
He is also grateful for the splendid eooperation of government

c.Ilo
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øgenoles in Aupplying needed data when requested

Mr. Thornton

T. Mungor, Regional Director of the Paoifio Northwest Forest
Experiment Station, for his kindly review of the entire man-

uscripj,R. F. Bessey, Consultant, Pacific N. W. Regio*1 Planning Couanissionj R

K. Tiffany, Executive Officer, and Mr Heth'ton,

Consultant, Was*ngton State Planning Counoil Edvrd F. Lax4erholyn,
Washington State Land Planning Speoialiatj United States Forest
Service, Regional Office,
State Game Connniseiox.

Portlencl, Orogoni and the

Washington

hile I am deeply indebted to these authori.

ities for valuable assistance and suggotions, they are not responsible for the interpretation of data.

April, 1938

Herbert A. Resner
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TRE8
A Survey of Washington's Forest Problems

PART I
I.

INTRODJOTION

I can do no better in beginning this study than to
quote froni an
address delivered in Seattle some years ago by Harlean James,
Executive Secretary, of the American Civic Assoolationt

tI,..As

a people we are sick, and no doctor has been able to give
us a complete diagnosis of our troubles -- most of
our medical
men gravely toll us that we are suffering from a complication
of
diseases of which unemployment and inability to
earn and collect
an adequate living seem to be the principal symptoms.
"The land economists tell us that
our public land policy has been
all wrong,
The political scientists tell us that we have
governed
ourselves too laxly.
The sociologists declare that we have permitted our wealth to acovinulato in the
hands of the few leaving
want and misery for the many,
The conservationists point to our
wasteful use and misuse of our natural resources,
Those who love
the wilderness and fine natural
scenery say thab we have stulti..
tied our spirits by destroying the beauty
of our country and
shutting ourselves into those ugliest and moSt
incomprehensible
places of living which we call American
cities. Looking at the
smoke-laden air which penetrates into the further
corners of most
of our cities ..- gazing sadly on the miserable
slums and over..
crowded tenement houses .. dodging motor cars driven by careless,
reekiess persons -- looking at ugliness incarnate
-.- seeking out
those living in want and sordidness
-- it does take a penetrating
dye to di,soover the elements in city life out
of which we may build
a new civilization
possessed of a culture shared in some part by
all,
Certainly all of the ugliness and insanitary
lapses are not
to be found in the urban communities
-- it has been proven that
fresh sunlit air is frequently Just
as hard to introduce into a
farm home as into the over-heated
city apartment. And when one
contemplates the blight of bill boards
and ugly filling stations
which have broken out along our
rural highways like an unwanted
rash, One can hardly help reaching
the conclusion that the thoughtless mind and the careless hand
of man have brought down on our
God-given land a pestilence of which
we must rid ourselves.
"Where is our vaunted independence?
We are no longer free,
the vietjn.8 of our collective heedlesaness

Feed,

We are

and our eoneented

sc.-lo8
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It is because of this "thoughtless mind and careless hand" that the
public, not only of Washington but of the entire country, must have
an enlightened understanding and intelligent interest in our forest
In order to gain that enlightened understanding and inproblems.
telligent interest we must first become conscious of the changing
philosophy of our governed society as to their relation to their
natural resources. This changed philosophy replaces the modern
pervrsion of rugged individualism with collectivism. This new
philosophy refuses to accept blindly the status quo as the divinelyordered world which cannot be changed by any effort of man. It
refuses to allow itself to be lulled asleep by a supine inertia,
to complain without intelligent action, or to act unaided by all the
modern technique and wealth of mechanical discoveries at it8 die..
posal. But the eventual success of this new collectivism as it
affects our natural heritage lies along the lines of planning. No
not even
worthwhile structure was ever erected without a plan
the Universe if we may believe the scientists or the theologians,
or both. "But planning pre..supposes knowledge -_ as 0. Henry once
said -- knowledge of information, Before we can plan adequately
for the future we must know the present and the past, for life is
not static. It is ever moving and it is just as important to
Apprehend direction and gauge speed as it is to recognize
ubstanoe."
So in order to better understand our present forest problems it
might be well to take a short glance into the past.
I I

A LOOK INTO TI

PAST

The depletion of America's forest resources may be largely attributed
to the national oonception of the rights of the private citizen and
to the policies set up to protect those rights even at the expense
of public welfare,' That such a situation has developed is readily
understandable when we consider the traditional heritage of the Nation.
For three centuries America has been regarded as a land of freedom
and, opportunity. To the new world came millions of settlers who
sought to free themselves from political or religious persecution,
or from the restraint imposed by economic and social conditions in
the Old World. America was the land of golden opportunity for those
who had the initiative and the strength to take what they wanted.
Rugged individualism was the common characteristic of the men who
settled this country0 This background explains how the ideals of
freedom and unrestricted rights of citizenship became embodied in
the American philosophy of government and in American laws and
policies.
The oountryTs vastness of area and wealth of resouroes contributed
to similar ideals and policies in trade, business, and industry,
The American frontier was extended steadily westward; the early
explorers were followed by fur traders and trappers, and these in
turn by pioneers seeking fertile virgin lands to clear and cultivate.

Sc-los
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The deve].opment of communities provided opportunities for trade and
business. The discovery of m.noral wealth and the need for drawing

upon new timber resources as those of the settled east became de'.
pletod, resulted in the extension of these industries, and, with
them of necessary tran8portation systems,
The entire movement and development1 if the resulting exploitation
may properly be called development, has been characterized by a
national policy of bestowing extremely liberal property rights on
those who appropriated lands and land resources. Since 1786,
Congress has donated over 200 million acres of the public domain
to the states, and approximately 94 million acres to the railroads,
to enable them to raise funds for their development. Little liitation was imposed upon the disposal of these lands, which were for
the most part sold indiscriminately to individuals who pro,eeded to
reap a rich harvest. At the seine time the government as given or
sold vast areas of mineral, forest and farm lands to private o'wnera,
until approximately nine.-tenths of the 1,441,000,000 acres of original public domain have been disposed of.
Axiy thought of responsibility for the future, any disposition to conserve a part of these
resources was largely submerged by the policies of an enthusiastic
young nation in the process of growing up,

The story of forest and wi1dlifo depletion, extensive land devastation, uncontrolled streams and wasted water resources4, eroded and
abandoned farm lands, declining forest industries, decadent communities, alarming tax delinquency With virtual bankruptcy of local
govermnent in many regions, has all been told before,.
It is, of
course, obvious that. this situation cannot continue if the nation is
to thrive, It is equally obvious that most of those serious ills
have been caused directly b the national policy of allowing the
private owner o
an.
o exp oi i s resources at wi
or
S OWIi
immediate ain with few res notions in the interests ef
are,
Our
or can asswnp on has aways 'eon t a prvae
initiative, through self-interest, would find ways of keeping land
productive1 We now discover that this same self-interest, together
with lack of concern for the public of the future, has caused the
ruin of land by the millions of acres.
Many owners have disavowed
any further responaibi,lity by abandoning their lands to the public
s a liability. The nation is faced with a situation that demands
realization and acceptance of responsibility for remedial action.
III.

THE BEGINNING OF A NEW ERA

1dVh5.le .Amerioa was still in the expansion stage of developznent, With

abundant resources at every hand, the dangers into which its land
policies were leading were obscured by national optimism. We were
a free people With plenty for all,
It was easier, and apparently
better economy, to cultivate new soils after the fertility of the
used areas became exhausted than to maintain soil productivity by

sc.iaOR
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more oonservative and somewhat costly methods of cultivation.
Apparently there vias no need. to worry about a second crop of
timber from out-over lands, with a cheap and presumably .nexb.austible supply of virgin timber at hand, The extensive measures
of
of expansion had nothing in common With the intensive measures
con servat ion,

Gradually, toward the end of the 19th century, a perception of the
inevitable outcome of these policies began to develop. In some
regions the depletion or exhaustion of resources caused certain
individuals to think of the future, and the idea of conservation
was born. With the 20th century development of transportation and
coinmunjoation, world trade as well as increased local consumption
of products speeded up the process of exploitation, and at the same
time bettor opportunities were provided for observing and appreciating the extent to which these processes had been carried. As
a result the demand for conservation became stronger and constructive action began. The creation of national forests, by witbdraalS
from the public domain, and the establishment of federal and state
forestry organizations were among the first steps taken. Other conservation agencies came into being and gradually extended
influence. However, the progress made by the pioneer foresters was
accomplished against difficult odds, and despite public indifference

their

or even

antipathy.

Experiences of the World War period and the years immediately follow
ing emphasized the national importance of basic resources, and the
necessity for conserving c.0 ratoring them, As a result forestry
programs were strengthened, although during the years of inflated
prosperity which followed the war, the average citizen was too much
engrossed with making and spending money to give much attention to
pub:b.o welfare enterprises such as conservation, The progress that
was made can be øredited chiefly to organized minorities of conservationists.
Within our nation, astonishing contrasts of organization and disorganization have always existedj splendid technical proficienoy in some
incredible skyscrapor is found side by side with distressing backwardness in some equally incredible city slum, a marvelous bridge paris
a river of uncontrolled waters, and a modern concrete highway leads
through the desolate ruins of once-productive forest. That such contrasts exist is evidence of the precarious status of our national
development.

In 1929 came the depression. Faced with its sorious consequences,
we have started with characteristic energy to determine the social
arid economic facts contributing to the situation, and the possibilities for remedial action, The depression has emphasized the necessity for a national inventory of resources such as that of the
forest resources which Is under way, and the need of a change of
This survey is a humble contribution
policy in thoir managemont.
toward facing the facts of the forest situation in this country,
and especially in Washington, and its relation to land use, flood
control, wild-life preservation and other problems.

IV.

HE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF FORESTS

Nearly one-third of tho country's land area, or approximately 600
million acres, is forest land of one sort or another. This is
groater en area than all of the United States east of the Mississippi
In 32
It is half again as large as all of our crop land.
River.
states the area of forest land exceeds the combined areas of crop
land and plowable pasture, and in 23 of these it is from twice to
more than twenty times s great. According to Zon end Sparhawk of
the Forestry Service, one-third of the laud area should be in productive forest0

The annual value of our forests and primary forest industries 1S
been estimated at something over 10 billion dollars. The gross
value of products averaged close to 2 billion dollars a year just
prior to 1929, During the last 3,00 years the value at the mill
of sawed lumber alone has aggregated between 30 and 35 billion
dollars, and the value of all products was certainly not less than
50 billion.
In 1929 the forest and wood working industries employed directly
1,300,000 workers, or about 2% of the gainfully employed persons in
the United States, The building industries, which to a considerable
extent depend upon forest products in one form or another, gave emIn each of 20 states more
ploment to more than 2,500,000 persons.
than 30,000 workers were employed directly by the forest and. woodworking industries (including pulp and paper manufacture), Washington
and Oregon leading With approximately 135,000 persons so employed
in each state.
Imports of forest products, including paper, amounted to more than
$400,000,000 in 1929, or nearly one-tenth of all our imports. This
was only partially balanced by exports, valued at approximately
*250,000,000.
Forest products make up about 8 percent of all the revenue freight
carried by our railroads, and the supplies, equipment, and other
materials used by the forest industries account for a large addis
tional tonnage,
In recent years the railroads have required 80 to
90 million ties a year to keep up their tracks, and have paid around
$120,000,000 a year for these and other timber,

Some $45,000,000 a year is paid for the timber used to mine our oa1
and other minerals, not including the large quantities used in the
oil fields. It would, of course, be superfluous here to dwell at
any length upon the importance that wood and wooden products play
in the construction and furnishing of our homes and farm buildings,
as raw material for our newspapers, books and magazines and in
countless other articles used in our daily living,

por

Practically all the streams used for municipal water aupp3y,
or irrigation have their sources and considerable portions of their
catobment basins in Threat lands. Millions of qur people look to
the forests and the associated rivers and loices for the health and
enjomont obtained from outdoor rereatiom. If it were not for
their forest cover, many of our hills and mountain aides would become barren, rocky wastes and their soil covering would bury the
farm lands in the valleys or would fill the reservoirs and irriga'tion ditches or clog the navigable channels below, Such has been
the experience in the Tennessee Valley 'which the government is
belatedly trying to correct,
The economic and social welfare of the Pacific Northwest is insep.
arably connected with and dependent upon the utilization of our
natural resources: :Land, water, forests, minerals, fish and gam*.
The greater the wisdom with which these resources are trbilized, the
more abundant will be our social and economic wealth,
A large part of the productive area of the Columbia Basin states
consists of forest land which contains more than half the remaining
timber supply of the United States and furnishes 36 percent of the
No attempt to improve the social and economic
nation's lumber,
status of the people of the United States can leave out of consideration this important industry which ranks fourth in importance in the
nation for value of product and number of persons employed. The
industry in the Pacific Northwest region supports more than onsfourth of the population,
Forest lands in the four Columbia Basin states (Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana) cover 93,000,000 acres. Half of this area is
in national forest; a third of it is privately owned; and the balance
is in some other form of public ownership. Though the national for.eats contain a 50 percent greater area than private forests, they
possess no more timber, and part of the merchantable timber which
Some
they do possess is in oomxneroially inaccessible locations.
sectors of the publicly owned forest areas are valuable chiefly for
recreation or for flood and erosion controLs
The Columbia Basin area (four states) has 917 billion board feet of
merchantable timber as against a total of only 1,668 billion feet for
It has an amount eqial to about 90 percent of
the entire country.
the timber in the entire DomInion of Canada.*
Under scientific protection and management this valuable timber
resource is capable of supplying a permanent livelihood to nearly a
million people, Under the planlesa system now being pursued it is
destined to early extinction, with the seine consequent disruptions
of the social and economic structure, which have followed in the wake
of timber operations all the way from the Atlantic to the Pacifio
coast, At the present rate of depletion it is estimated that commercially available stands of old growth high-quality timber in private
ownership in this area Will be exhausted within a generation or even
less,

*"Rogional Planning -- Part I
by National Resources Coiimittee

Pacific Northwest" issued t7 1936
p. 57.

0..
The economic significance of this prospective timber depletion c.n
The taxable private inveaent in
scarcely be over emphasized.
improvements
is somewhere near a billion
timber and operating
dollars. This investment, in 1929, produced an income of
*585,000,000, or 40 percent of the total income of the four atatos.
In Oregon and Washington forest industries employed 59 percent of
The forests of these two
all persons employed in manufacturing.
states directly and indirectly furnish a liveLihood for 778,000
people. They supply 65 percent of the out-bound inter..00astal
tonnage by wo,ter,*
Iti spite of their vital importance, the forests here are largely
managed in the same prodigal fashion which has produced disaster in
The lessons in water conservation, iii
other parts of the country.
flood and. erosion control, have been painfully learned in the ast.
In this region there is equal reason for immediate concern for the
conservation of our basic resources.
V.

INTERRLLTION8 OF FORESTRY WITH OTHER LAND USE FACTORS

In any discussion dealing with forestry one must consider its inter.
relations with other land use factors, such as: timber produotion,
agriculture, grazing water storage and watersheds, recreation, wild.'
In the northwest,
life, water power, land classification, etc
part
in
agriculture,
flood
forests play a particularly important
in
addition
to the
control, recreation and wildi-life preservation
value of the forest products themselves,
The function of land use, therefore, is no longer a problem of the
individual owner, "The suggested increase in our local population,
the national importance of our recreation and our wild-life have
removed our land use from personal whim to the importance of a
public utility," states T. C. Spaulding, Dean, School of Forestry,
University of Montana. This statement may also apply to our crop
production soils and to those devoted to pasturage. Its validity
is apparent when the surface of the soil must have a multiple use,
Forest soils, that is, those surfaces whose highest economic value
lies in forest production and the direct and indirect benefits
flowing therefrom, have numerous concurrent uses, all of public
benefitb

The role of our permanent forest area is complex. Primarily, its
major benefits are now, and will continue to be, the production of
wood. Elsewhere it may be assumed that water conservation is of
primary importance, with wood production secondary in the regional
Except in a few areas, irrigation is necessary
and national eoonomy
Water
power is an industrial requirement. Regulafor agriculture.

*"Rgional Planning - Part I --, Pacific Northwest" p. 57, issued
May, 1936, by National Resources Committee'. See also, excerpt from
report of Pac. N W. Reg, Planning Comm. entitled, "Columbia Basin
Study."

tion of the water flow is accomplished, first, by the retardation
of the surface runoff by the vegetative cover of the soilj
second,
by the costly construction of storage dams; and third, by
both
the dam being complementary to the initial forest
conservation,
The protection forest of this type will not only
provide for a
retardation of the water flow, but also, by wise management,
create or maintain a perxnament woods industry and at the
&mo time
allow controlled pasturago.
The importance of the forest range is evident,
It provides, spring,
summer and fall pasture for the farm livestock during
the crop rou,
ing season.
It also furnishes sininner range for the stOo]a3a
en
forage growth or aridity prevent the
use of the opem.range lands,

A well planned forest land use program then
provides the following
direct financial advantages to the oominunity
(a) A permanent
forest industry, (b) water conservation affecting
the success of
both agriculture and industry, (c) forage to moot the need of
diversified farming and the livestock industry, Cd)
forest x'eoreaIn addition, the Northwest is becoming noted
as one of the playgrounds
of the nation, Yellowstone, Glacier, Rainier,
and Crater Lake
National Parks, the Olympic Peninsula, Mt, Hood and other
centralized
recreational areas serve as focal points for nature
enthusiasts
of
the world, With an augmented local
population and the national and
international playgrounds, 'we may we].l plan on a continuous
use of
our forest soils from a recreational standpoint,
Properly
guided,
this form of forost..land use will become
more than a minor use.

Hand in hand with recreation is the development
of our wild-life...
game animals and fish, for sport and recreation
-fur bearers and
fish as the basis of permanent industries,
Our remaining game and
fur-bearing animals have their home within the
forest. This is
also partly true of the upland birds.
Our recreational f1shernn
finds the true sport in the mountain lakes
and streams, with one
exception - Puget Sound. The water conservation of a well-managed
forest land also increases the
apacity of commercial fishing in the
lower reaches of our rivers,
Forest lands then must be maintained in such measure that the
OQm.s
munity may obtain oaoh of the five major uses flowing from competent
forest land management,
A.

FORESTRy AND AGRICULTURE

The perpetuation of foret is of particularly vital concern to the
agricultural industry, These two major forms of land U8O Once
10.
gardod as competitive, are no longer so.
Instead, with the advaLoe
of forest depletion and the gradual retreat of
agriculture from the
poorer lands it is coming to be realized that the two uses are oom.
ploinentary and to a considerable degree interdependent,

* 1*

*1
Directly or indirectly, the rural population has alwae used the
greater share of our forest products.
In the settlement of the
forested regions the timber furnished a readytoii.hand material for
building and fencing and fuel which required little or no oaeh
outlay
The phenomenally rapid settlement of our great treeless
central region would have been much slower had there not been a
readily available and reasonably cheap timber supply in the Lake
States.
In most parts of the country1 farm dwellings and barns and
other buildings are still built largely of wood, and their continued
use requires wood for repairs and upkeep,
In spite of the growing
use of steel and cement, the bulk of fencing still requires wooden
posts, Wooden boxes, barrels and orates are used in enormous quan'.
tities for the shipment of farm products. Tool handles, farm
one,
and many sorts of farm equipment are made of wood. In common With
other oitiens, farmers consume wood in the form of paper, furniture
and a multitude of wooden products. Millions of farmers still depen&
chiefly or wholly upon wood. for fuel.
Besides their functions as suppliers of raw materials, forests in
many regions, particularly in the West, servo agriculture through
their influence on water supplies. Without dependable supplies of
water it would be impossible successfully to cultivate the 19 million
acres of irrigated land, In the 1]. western atate, more than 240,000
farma or almost half of the total number, depend on irrigation water.
Approximately 17,500,000 acres are irrigated in those staten. With
the completion of Grand Coulee Dam another 1,200,000 acres will be
added to the above figure. The total value of these irrigated farms
in 1930 was 4,500,000,000 and more than $900,000,000 has been invested in the irrigation works, A large proportion of the water
used in irrigation originates on forest land. Without the 2oreat
cover the flow of water would become lees regular, larger and more
costly reservoirs would be necessary, and groat expense would be
entailed in removing silt from the reservoirs and ditches and in
many instances, in rebuilding dame,
Another way in which forests serve agriculture is by holding in place
the soil on slopes and along the banks of streams. Many thousands
of acres of rich agricultural bottom-land, in the East as well as the
West, have boon ruined by the deposition of silt, sand, gravel and
boulders which were washed down from the
,tUsidea after the forests
wore destroyed. Hundreds of thousands of acres have been out to
pieces by deep gullies which oould have been prevented by preserving
the forest cover at the critical pointa. Forests are the farmers'
greatest protection from soil erosion.
Invariab4r farm abandoxmont follows forest destruotion, In many
regions whore agricultural settlement was directly associated with
the utilizatjo of the forests, the exhaustion of the timber and
withdrawal of the industries has worked great hardship on the farmez'.
The lack of opportujtje for supplementary work, the loss of local

markets for farm produce, the dismantling of railroads folio
cessation of the timber traffic,, and the increased burden of tsa.
tion with a narrowing of the tax base, have made it impossible
many settlers to continue, Widespread abandoz,ment of farms end
virtual depopulation have followed, even in localities vinere
permanent agricultural utilization of part of the land would be
economically Justified.

tor

lNhen we gaze upon our heavily timbered mountainsides, we must alaye
bear in mind that down in the valley lives the farmer, rancher, wbook'
men and city dweller, The farmer is naturally interested in how the
forest hinterland is managed,because ho is dependent upon its proper
management in many ways
grazing possibilities, water supply and
a clear and uniform watershed flow so that floods do not destroy him.
And in the present day ho is more than usually interested in preventi..
ing cheap water power from going to waste,

Mistakes made in forest management do not merely affect the individual
who might own the forest, ut the others who surround him, including
the farmer, and the city dweller.
That is why forest conservation and
sustained yield management have a public significance and affect the
community as a whole, Therefore, the average farmer and the forester
have a natural and common meeting ground.
B.

FORESTRY AND RECREATION

The only contact with our forests which moat of us make is through some
form of recreation. As long as the fishing and hunting
is good and
beautiful camp-sites present themselves, the forests have served their
purpose. Our concern in preserving them has been negligible because
we have failed to realize that we had a direct responsibility in the
matter.
The available figures for recreational use of public lands during 1931
indicate that there were more than three million visitors to national
parks, about 32 million to national forests, and probably 50 million
to state parks and forests, IThile there is a certain amount of
duplioat2.on in the above figures, it is evident that a very material
proportion of our population made some use of State and federal forest
lands for recreation, The number who had recourse to municipal,
county,
and private forests can only be conjectured, but it must have been
very large. Recreation, than, is a tremendously
important forostailand
use today, and according to the greatly-inoreased tourist travel of
the past two years indicates an evor..growlng volume in the future.
Since the beginning of recreational developments in the Intermountain
Region of the Northwest, which was initiated in 1923, the planning
of
recreation areas has gone forward with due regard to the development
of a wellbalanood system. One of the underlying policies in making
the forest recreation areas accessible to the public i8 that of keep...
ing the improvements on a simple and natural basis with the rate of

development gauged upon the demonstrated publics needs and require.'
menta, There are, for example, many spots of re scenic be
within the national forests, places which afford visitors all
desire in the way of beauty, interest and inspirations. Thee
places have been designated as "Primitive Areas,"
The public has long been in favor of preserving primitive oonditicme
in representative areas, and in deference to public demand, the
Forest Service long ago initiated the policy of designating primitive
areas, Under that policy 87 tracts aggregating almost 10,000,000
acres have been set aside. Those figures have increased matertnl].y
within the past five years and espeoial1r, in recreation areaø,
There is good reason to anticipate a groat increase in the ftro.
The factors which will cause this growth include an increasing
population, shorter working hours, a probable rising standard of
living, the increasing ease of transportation, arid the increasing
necessity, as sooiety becomes more arid more mechanized, for some
possibility of escape to the primitive,
In this conneotion, it may be well to refer to the Wallgren Bill
for a moment, This bill endeavors to set aside
a considerable
portion of the Olympic Peninsula as a National Park, This "last
frontier" of the United States proper is undoubtedly one of the
finest primitive areas left within the boundaries of tho oountr1.
There are even portions of it that have never been explorod,
Yet,
Congressman Walgren is encountering considerable opposition in
preserving this territory in its wild state for posterity. Because
of the opposition the boundaries have been lessened from those
inoludod in the Original Bill, but still do not moot the
objections
of the lumber interests, some citizens who claim school lands
are
involved, tho plamning council and many of the sportsmen.
This is
an opportunity for reereationists to take an active part in preserving those beautiful playgrounds for themselves and their
children.
There may be room for debate over the exact boundaries
of the Olympic
Park, but, nevorthe1es, it is clear that the people of the
Northwest
must wake up to the fact that our recreational resources are one of
our greatest heritages and must be preserved.
C.

FORESTRy AND WILD LIFE

The value of wild life - deer, elk, fur...bearing animals,
upland game
song and insectivorous birds, and fish
is too
well laiown in this region to need explanation.
We all kriow of how
much importance wild animals have always been to mankind,
As late
as the settlement of North America by the white race1 the native
fauna of the continent was the chief source of meat and
clothing
supply.
The "Winning of the West" was only made possible by the
presence of countless thousands of buffalo, elk, antelope, beaver
and other Species of wild life.
birds, wnter...fowl,

The sport of hunting was of minor import to the early
pioneers of
North America. Except in the most isolated
instances, however,
hunting is now strictly a sport and as such is of tremendous
importanee, There are about 1.3,500,000
people who annually purchase

hunt..

fishing licenos in

ing and
the United State a. The smount spent
for these licenses is about *30,000,000. It is eetimatod that
these 13,500,000 people spend about one billion dollars annually
in following the sport of hunting and fishing, Besides this
ocnmorcia1 value of the wild animal, there are other values suoh
as the recreational and esthetic values. The sport of hunting and
fishing is on outdoor sport that returns muoh in the way of better
health of both mind and body to the participant.
Wild life OXiSt8
where it has a suitable habitat furnishing water, food and shelter,
Destroy wild life environmentj pollute the waters and dry up the
streruns; remove the vegetation that provides food, the tree and the
brush that provide shelter - and you have a condition under
ioh
wild life cannot exist. You have then also, and almost innediately,
a condition under which the hnman family cannot exist. The fate of
wild life is Inseparably linked with problems of soil erosion, dust
storms, stream pollution, ground cover on watersheds, destruction
of forests end denuding of grazing lands,
Mr. G. W. Grebe, Director, General Wild-life Federation of .Amerioa,
asks the question: ttwhy are more and more people coming into the
Pacitjo Northwest within the next; few years?tt Ho answers: tThOY
arc not all coming here to fish and hunt. They are coming here
because the natural environment for wild life is a healthful and
pleasant environment for human beings.IV

The same destructive agencies that caused wild life to vanish from
many eastern and mid western states is the destructive force that
causes thousenda of families to abandon their homes and farms and.
ii.ee from the denuded fields and blinding duet. The same thing can
occur here as well.
It is true, nevertheless, that in the western
national forests deer and elk, in many cases, are now too numerous
for the natural food supply in their restricted winter ranges that is, on the lower ranges that are devoted to agriculture.
Winter feed, in numerous instances, and not atumner range in the
forests is a problem
However, this resource has been so badly managed in the past, just
as have our forests, grazing land, agricultural lands, mineral
deposits and all other natural resources, that it is today in an
ezt;remoly precarious position. Fortunately, nearly all forms of
wild life are exceedingly tenaoious against the mistroatmont of
mankind -- they have the instinct and adaptibility nocossary to
withstand adversity. Perhaps the moat fortunate thing about the
whole wildlife problem is the ease with which wi.ld life can be
perpetuated, expanded and utilized by sound planning, Hardly any
other resource will respond so readily to scientific planning and
management.
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The preservation of our forests today ia the absoluW basis for the
preservation of our wild life. As industry and ap'i.oultw'e moTed
westward the natural ranges of wild life species were more and more
restricted to the forest regions until today a great part of our
wild, life, with the exception of migratory wild fowl and certain
upland game birds, is dependent on forest and wooded land in one
form or another for all or part of its habitat, Most, if not all,
of the forest land of the United States is susceptible to the prosduction of one or more species of wild life having social or ocononijo values,
In the Northwest the forests harbor the greatest
variety of wild life in the United State,
A detailed study of this subject will be taken up later in the survey.
VI.

MAJOR FOREST PROBLEMS

No attempt will be nade at this time to take up all of the major
forest problems, nor to discuss any of them in great detail. Rather,
we are presenting here a few of these problems in brief to assist
the reader in securing a proper background of the forestry situation
in general, In fact, the entire contents of Part I are presented
for that specific purpose, so that when we reach a detailed study
of our local problems we may approach their solution more intelli..
gently.

A.

PRIVATELy OWNED FOREST LANDS

According to the "Copeland Report," "practically all of the major
problems of Aiuerioan forestry center in, or have grown out of,
private ownership." From this same report we tind that nearly 400
million acros of commercial forest land are in private ownership,
of which 270 are in industrial holdings and 127 millions in farm
wood lands, Private ownership is by far the most important class
because of its groat area and also because it includes the great
bulk of the most highly productive, the most accessible, and most
easily logged forest land in the country. Nearly 60 percent of the
most accessible remaining saw timber is on private lands.
Of the 83 million acres of devastated or poorly stooked forest land,
74 million, or nine tenths is privately owned, and an appreciable
part of the remainder reached this condition before coming into
public ownership or as a direct result of private operations and
ownership, Of' the 850,000 aores devastated each year about 95
percent is in private ownership. At least 36 million acres of for..
ost deteriorates annually, primarily as a result of poor silvioultural practice arid unsatisfactory fire protection.
The extent to which privato ownership is rosponaiblo is shown by the
fact that more than 98 percent of the 10 million acres cut ovor each
year is privately owned, that fully 95 percent of the private cutting
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i.e probably made without any conscious regard to the futuro prøit
dudtivity of the forest, and that nearly all tho cutting on pub..
lic].y owned forests is designed to perpetuate the forest, It is
shown further by the fact that nearly all of the 191 million acres
of forest land needing but not given protection is in private o
erehip, and that at least 41 million acres, or about 98 percent
of the area burned annually during the last few years, is privately
owned,

Because of the long tine required to grow forest crops and the necesaity for longs.time pltrning and continuity of policy, stable land
ownership is a neoeesity to the successful practices of scientific
forestry,
The instability of private ownership is evidenced by the
fact that about 25 million acres of forest lant, largely onmorcial
timber, is now tex delinquent in three rogiono alone - the La]co,
Southern, and Pacific Coast Statea, The instability of private
ownership is a],so evidenced by donations of land to public agencies
or offers of donations in large blocks and by otters of exchange
and of sale at bargain prices.
A new public domain of great magnitude is being created, before the
problem of the existing public domain has been solved, It is no
exaggeration to say that there is virtually a breaic..do'wn of private
forest-land ownership. The cause lies in the public policy of pasi
ing excessive areas to private ownership, in the out'out and get..out

policy which has wrecked the productivity of the land, and in the
resulting inability of owners to pay taxes on non productive lands.
The most serious problem involved in the perpetuation of the Columbia.
Basin forests is the existing forced liquidation of 'valuable stands on
privately owned lands.
Vhile only one-third of the forest area is
privately owned, this one-third contains 43 percent of the timber
volumoj and on account of the superior quality and accessibility of
this timber, it holds decidedly the dominant position. Private Cap..
ita.lists mado heavy invosimionts in timber and operating improvements
at a tim.. when the importance of continuous operations was littlo
undorstoo, Those invostanots, in many casos heavily mortgagod.,
woro not promised upon long-term holding required for sustainedyield operation, They were mado on a basis of quick conversion,
in other words, the contrary of conservation. Sums roquirod to
moot intorost on mortgage and bonded debt and taxes are now forcing
liquidation and precluding sustained-yield operation. It is a
vioious circle, and the present procedure of lt.quidation accentuates
its own abuses.

High carrying charges and taxes force overproduction of lumber. A
lower market further stimu1ate the desire for volume production in
the grades and sizes most cheaply available, Top and small logs,

slightly detective logs, and marginal trees are left fallen in the
in the ruthless struggle to hand up volum* pro..
duction records, and of no further use. A Forest Service study of

woods, Iaioo]ced down

woods waste in the Pacific Northwest shown that in normal times there
is wasted on the ground 20 percent of the volume taken by the mills.
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In the Copeland Report;, titles, "A National Plan for American
Forestry" (Senate Dootnent #12, 73rd Congress, First Seaaion
find the following significant statemsntsi*

"The possibilities and Uinitatjons of private effort; must be judged
in part from past results.,.. In general, however, they have beon
very seriously detrjjnental to the owners and the forest industries,
to the productivity of the forest, and to the public
interest.
Constructive management is conspicuous largely by its absence, ox".
cept in tire protection, "The only way private forestry
could be
a SucceSs would be for the government to pay practically all the
expense of starting, developing, and protecting the foroeti, bay..
ing to the owners Only the harvesting of the profit,
Such a scheme
is obviously preposterous, and there is no social juatifioation
for
the government to use the resources of all the people simply
to
make possible the continuance of private ownership.
Far bett;er it
is for the government itself to rake
over private woodlands and to
manage them in that competent way which it has, during nearly 30
years of practical expOrionco, more than amply demonstrated,"
("The PeopleTs Forests," by Robert Marshall,
Aest. 1). S. Forester,
Page 106.)

"The results indicated are so universal that they raise the
question
if they are not almost inevitable in the system of
private ownership
Particularly under American conditions and expectations for
buines5 turnover and large profits..,, It is difficult to quick
escape
the Oonolusion that there is nothing in
past experience or definitely
in sight for the future which gives
reason for hope that private
ownership can be depended on for anything approaching the oontribu..
tion to American forestry that has been
expected of it during the
past 20 years," "At least until
very recently, however, the oo..
operation has been mostly on the part of the government, and while
the lumber operators have been perfectly
willing to accept the
governmant help, they have not made any substantial effort
to do
their part." (Address of
Forester Siloox at New Orleans, March 13,
1935, Reported in "American
Forests" for April, 1935.)
It is only proper to state at this time,
hOwever, that a considerable
portion of the lumber industry has experienced
a sudden awakening
within the past few
a te its responsibility in the field of
conservation, as witness their annual Forest Conservation
Conferenoos
held under the auspices f the National
Lumber
Manufacturers
Associa..
tion,
In this regard the statements of Wilson Compton,
Secretary..
Manager of the N.L.M,A. in an address before
the delegates of the
above Conference, are significant: "We want conservation
and sustained production of forest resources
and the perpetuation of the
sources of livelihood of our industry; we want to arrive at
a coni.
structave Solution and so far as practicable we want
to
arrive
at
it by the voluntary act of intelligent and
we11.'dispoaed forest
owners in cooperation with an intelligent and we11disposed
govern
mont; we want to do our part and we want the public
to do its part,"
*pp, 58-59
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But the whole problem "e

upon the interpretation of, "that i bhe
public's part?" It i& true tlrnt private owners of foreat land have
been end still are faced with mounting ooat of land ownermhp broht
about by inerocsing local taxation. Fire, insects, and disease eor
tinue to ta1c
timber values,
The per capita consumption of wood, and particularly of lanber, ha
declined and ther products have cut greatly into former demands for
wood. Under the existing system of unrestrainàd, competitive liquida"
tion of forest values, the returns in many instances are less than
the amount that was invested, "It is perhaps natural, therefore,
that the forest owner should view the future With grave doubti, and
question whether forestry is for him."

or threaten to take a heavy toil of

It is also true that the public has a responsibility, especially
in the protection of the forests from fire and other destructive
forces, arid also in the revamping of the forest taxation sy8tem.
As long as we have private ownership, the public must give some
assistance if it wishes to curtail indiscriminate liquidation of
the forests, It is either that or complete plio ownerahip.*
B.

ThE TAXATION PROBIM

.Another difficult phase of this seine program lies in the tax itua..
tion,
In the Douglas Fir Region of Washington and )regon aimual
taxes on standing timber average about 2 oents per thousand boards.
feet,
The timber tax has been taken for granted as an invariable
source of revenue. As the timber is depleted the tax on the remain5.ng stand is increasd to provide an undiminished total return.
From an average of 70 oents per acre in the hoawily timbered eoun.'
tio, the tax increased to as high as $3 or $4 per acre in depleted
counties. Counties have clung to the policy of completely draining
the resource, shutting their eyes to the inevitable collapse whiob
must follow this "goose-killing procedure,"

It is obvious that under the general property tax system there Will
be more property to tax With productive forests than with idle land,
arid that this will tend to result in lower tax burdens on all prop..
erty Within the same taxing unit.
is additional property will
include not merely the forests themselves, if they are privately
owned, but also the sawmills, pulp arid paper mills, and other plants
dependent on the forest for raw material. It Will include the homes
and other property f persons employed in the fore stproduets inusi.
tries, and the homes and bu8ineeses of persons who serve the forest..

*The State Planning Council suggests that a graduu eve ut
forest practices is taking place, Mz. R. K. Tiffany, Executive Officer,
of the Council asks; "ithat will happen if we attempt to force to quick
a revolution?" And answers the question by sting that it will work
"hardships to operators and worker" alike, He suggests that it may
be better to assist arid guide this evolution than to take the extreme
steps involved in complete pblio ownership0

. zU
industry population. It will inolude the sumner homes, resorts and
other reoreation facilities that exist beoo.use of the Threat. It
will include the farina end villages whose existence dopends on the
forest. In the West it may include frmmense agricultural TalUOS
that depend on the water from forest lands, These dependent values
may, and often do, considerably exceed the values of the forests

themselves,

In Wisconsin, for instance, the value of the pulp and paper plants
is around $100,000,000. The wood for these plants cOuld be supplied
by about 2,000,000 acres of inmaged forest which at present valuation
In Grays Harbor
would probably be worth not more than $50,000,000.
County of this $tate, forests and out..over land are assessed at
around $12,000,000 and lumber and woodworking plants at nearly
48,000,000. Of the remaining property, aseased at $18,000,000, at
least 90 percent owes its value to the existence of the forest undue.
tries, Even the farms now worth one million dollars, would lose
much of their value if the forest industries should close down per..
manently.
In cases like these, even if the forests themselves were entirely
exempt from taxation they would indirectly return much greater
revenues to the public treasury than would the same area of idle
land, The same thing would be true if taxes were based partly or
wholly upon income a, instead of property. All of the varied ifldUSuu.
tries and businesses sustained by productive forests are capable
of yielding incomes, but idle land produces none.
It does not take much erudition to see that if the private owner is
to be encouraged in going on a suatained.syield basis, our taxation
system must be such that we do not force hin to liquidate his hold..
ings in order to get out from under, We can also readily see by
the above examples the really tremendous importance permanency in
the lumber industry means.
'Representatives of the lumber industry in both the Douglas fir and
the pine regions of the Columbia Basin States have evinced their
desire to formulate and observe rules of forest practice designed
to keep their lands in a productive condition:" according to the
National Resources Committee. "However, under present economic
conditions private owners cannot carry for the necessary period the
large timber land investment required for sustained-.'yield operations.
Adequate control of production and the operation on sustainedyield
basis ccmmiot be scoured without powerful govo'ment aid. Most timbers..
land owners are foroed to liquidate by reacoia of economic conditions
beyond their control.
Tax reform and oter inca ti.res designed to
remove present obstacles to su&tainodjie1ci operation are bound to be
slow. This complex situation can be remolded oniy through a substzi,ø
tia3. shifting of forest land from private to public ownership."*
*Regional Planning ..- Part I -.. Pacific Northwest P. 59
May, 1936, by National Resource Board.
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C.

FOREST

VA8TATION

(1) Destruction From Fire
Systematic and organized control against forest fires was begun in
many forest regions about 25 years ago. Considerable progress has
been made and partial success attained; but taking all the forest
regions together, as reflected in the record for l9263O, the
average burned over areas of 41 million acres annually on national
forests, state and private lands, fire must be considered as a wide.'
spread national problem.
In spite of 2i5 years of educational effort the number of humancauSe
fires, over 90% of the total, is still surprisingly high, We are
still confronted with a severe handicap in attempting to protect
forests from fires, simply because the public along with the private
interests have thus far failed to grasp the nature and extent of the
protection problem and accordingly have made little progrotse toward
eliminating the causes of fire.
The data briefly indicate that on the 417 million acres constituting
the major forest regions, outside of the national forests, requiring
protection against fire, 11 times as much dnmage wa done by fire as
this area can suffer end still retain the desired degree of produous
tivity. On the 95 million acres of national forest land requiring
protection as a whole, on the contrary, damage was held down prac.'
tically to the acceptable maximum. The extremely high ratio (11 to 1)
for the areas outside the national forests is due in a large measure
to the exjstenoo of millions of acres of forest land where, because
of the lack of funds, no protection is afforded. A large percentage
of this is out-over land stocked with young trees. At the same time,,
large areas exist in every region where fire-protection work is
fairly adequately financed and the results are relatively satisfactory.
ut even in the forest regions whore current expenditures are large,
as for example in the Pacific Coast, further intensification of
control effort is needed if the objectives are to be met.

fire

The economic necessity for preventing or controlling forest fires is
not yet universally recognized or accepted in all forest regions of
the United States, Especially is that true of the Pacific Northwest
region. The very extensiveness of the original forests has created
a false assurance of their inexhaustibility. Thus, through the years
there has grown up a public disregard, disinterest, and indifference
towards the forests, particularly the immature forests containing
little or no merchantable timber.
The first task, therefore in any adequate fire-control program is to
stimulate by carefully designed educational means a proper and
sympathetic public attitude towards forest values, and to build up
among the leaders of opinion in the community, along with the general
public, an intelligent understanding of the demago that fires may
inflict and the moans whereby their destruction may be checked
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Vhen the writer rotors to humn'.oausod fires, he does not neoesearily
refer to tires caused by the general public, It is a commonly acknowl..
edged fact that the greatest amount of damage by firo is from fires
in connection with, or following, logging operations. Roads and
"truck trailstt also increase the fire hazard by letting in the sun
to dry out the litter, and by bringing people in. So, while the gon..
oral public should daily become more cognizant of the foroat..firo
hazard, the private interests should also take more precautions in.
their logging operations,
(2)

Destruction B7 Insects

Insects cause losses in. forest stands and in forest produot8 estimated at over *100,000,000 annually, They levier timber yields and
retard the growth of young stands, Frequently they change the
composition of the forest to such an extent as to necessitate cOm
pleto reshaping of management plans, They oreate serious forest..
fire hazards, They also damage and destroy finished wood products.

Although the forest..fire problem far outahadows the problem caused
by insects and tree disease, yet in the Ponderosa pine forests of
eastern Oregon and Washington the western pine beetle is destroying
substantially more timber than fires,
This insect during peak
epidemic periods is taking a toll from the pine forests comparable
to that taken by the sawmills. In this area the continued support
of timber..dependent communities is threatened by an attack which
can only be met by scientific approach and thorough and expensive
effort. This question will be taken
up more fully in Part II.
3.

Destruction From Disease

Timber killed by disease, insects, wind, and drought, and not utilized
during the years 1920 to 1929 inclusive, amounted nationally to over
985 million cubic feet annually, A large percentage of the above
figure was caused by some form of tree disease.

Each of the many valuable tree species of the United States is
sub3ect to attack by one or more species of parasitic fungi.
Some of
the groat number are capable of killing trees, others merely
injure
them or destroy the wood they produce, and others
retard their growth.
Some attack the seedling1 others the mature tree, To identify the
many different diseases that attack trees, to determine the cause
of their spread or the conditions or management practices
that affect
it, and to ascertain what strains or varieties
are resistant to them
for even the 25 most important timber spoolos, at the
rate possible
to the present force of investigators, would
require not less than
half a century,
The annual cost to public agencies at the present time for
forest
disease protection is estimated at approximately 3,75O,000,
The
Federal Government must continue to boar much of the
expense of
investigating forest tree diseases to determine principles for
this

*
*1
control, This is incireot aid which is properly a tederal funotion
since many forest diseases, just as forest trees, are regional in
their distribution, Howover, thi8 fact does not relieve the st8.tos
nor the private interests of their responsibility in investigating
and financing their own activities for the solution of pathological
probloms, Heretofore, too much dependence has been placed upon the
Federal Goverxment, At the time that this is written great concern
is fclt over the spread of blister rust in the white pine region
of Eastern Washington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon, According to
H. E, Swanson, senior pathologist of the Department of Agriculture,
in charge of blister rust control in the above mentioned statess
Thite pine blister rust is no longer merely a threat in this region,
exbensive damage as a result of this disease is actually taking plao
The spread of the blister rust disease is rapidly outstripping progress of control measures and un).oss the initial control work is
completed within two years, extonai've losses in young white pine
will occur in those white pine areas which remain unprotected at
that time,
4,

a

Loging Devastation

Vhilo fire, disease and insects take an enormous toll annually of our
forest products, wasteful and careless logging methods also account
for much of our forest waste, And while the first three "destroyers"
are at times excusable and unpreventable, the latter form of dovasta.
tion is the outcome of national tradition, economic factors end care..
leasness,
This is especially true of the Douglas Fir region of
Washington and Oregon, and has long been the concern of the Forest
Service in this district, The problem is of such importance that
it can merely be mentioned here, but will again be taken up in eou
siderable detail in Part II of this survey.
D,

TI

PROBlEM OF FOREST EMPLOYMENT

Forestry and the lumber industry directly employed an average of
650,000 workers in the United States in 1929. This did not include
the large amount of part-time work by 2,500,000 farmers who got out
wood and timber from their own land. and worked it up for their own
use or hauled it to market, Another 650,000 were employed in wood
working plants of various sorts and in the pulp and paper industry,
The persons employed in the transportation and merchandising of lumber
and other forest products are not included in the above figures.

Employment in the forest and related industries has been decreasing
for more than 20 years,
So f'r, this has been due only in small part
to increased output per men. The principal reason is the decrease
in total output, For instance, the number of wage earners employed
in what the Bureau of Census classified as "the principal lumber
industries" decreased 23 percent between 1909 and 1922, while the
output of sawed lumber decreased 17 percent, In 1899 the ratio of

tota]. lumber cut to nwnber of wage earners in logging eeps and
sawmills was 85,000 board feet per man.
In 1909 the ratio fell
to 81,000 feet, end in 1919 to 72,000. In 1929 it rose to
88,000 feet, It is quite possible that the future will see considerable technological advance in the processes of harvesting
and fabricating wood products, and that this wi].]. tend to reduce
the quantity of labor per unit of output. However, this i
quo sta.onod by many forestry exports.

To the extent that this takes place, and to the extent that a
decreased output represents a reduction in our capacity to oon.
sums timber products or to sell them abroad, a corresponding
reduction in employment must be expected, However, if we can
eliminate the wastes involved in the present system of forest exploitation8 and migratory industries, there is reason to believe
that it will be possible to reduce costs arid in the long run
materially to increase the consumption and export o± timber products.
If this should come about, the forest industries might require an
even larger number of workers than are employed now,
Let us take a look for a moment at the employment figures of some
of the European countries where many forests have been under sustained yield management for a long time:
In Denmark the forests furnished u1l-timo employment for one worker
to every 125 acres of forest; in Sweden, employment averages about
one man to 400 acres in the South and one man to 1,400 acres in the
loss productive forests of the North; in Prussia one man is employed
to every 167 acres; in Austria about one person for every 100 acres
of forest is engaged in forest work, and if transportation, mLu1U
facture arid woodworking industries are included, one for every 30
acres; for Czechoslovakia, including the industries, there is one
worker for every 35 to 50 acres; and the British Forestry Coxmuission
estimates that in England on the average, forests in the planting
stage require one full-time worker for 100 acres and forests in the
productive state, one worker to 50 acre8, and if you include hauling
and the wood.i.working industry, one person f or every 25 acres.

There as little information in this country to indicate just how
many persons might be employed in our forest industries. However,
a very rough estimate of the aggregate possibilities for employment
in .Americarj forests may be derived as follows: In 1929 there were
employed in forestry, logging and wood manufacture an average of
1,300,000 persons, Including the part-time work of farmers, the
total was equivalent to possibly 1,500,000 full-time workers, The
total cut of timber (not including small trees cut for firewood, etc.)
was approximately 37 billion board feet, or 24,000 board feet for
each person engaged in the industries,
Our forest land, averaging
poor and good sites together, can probably grow timber at the rate
of 100 to 150 board feet or more per acre per annum. At tho present
rate of employment this would give full-time Qvork to one man for
every 240 to 360 acres.
Inasmuch as the present employment includes V*'
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little ailvicultiiral work, and sinco a considerable nniomt of vark
in connoetion with the utilisation of range and recreational
resources is not .nludod in the abovo figure, it is pos$blo that
our Throat a whon fully productivo may give direct employment to at
least one person for every 250 acres, or the equivalent of full
time work for some 2,000,000 persons in all
There is only one way to gtabilize employment in the forest induso.
tries and that is through sustained-yield management. Permanently
productive forests will not only ivo fairly steady work in pro..
tooting and oaring for the forest aM harvesting the crop,. but they
will also lead to the establishment in the seine vicinity of woodusing industries which will also employ many workers. Although
they may not contribute greatly toward relieving permanent teolmol'ogical unemployment in the urbanized industrial regions, they will
be very helpful in taking up the slack in the immediate regions
where they are located.
B.

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

There are other forest problems besides those discussed horetotore*
such as watershed protection, forest ranges, etc. but space does
not allow for their further discussion at this time, But it may be
well to insert a word here regarding "the problem of knowledge," or
rather the lack of knowledge of our forestry problems, Lack of
knowledge of the inevitable consequences baa been one among the
many factors responsible for the public policy of allowing exoes1ve
areas of forest land to go into private ownership.. It has boon partly
responsible also for allowing large areas of land to go into agriculture which wore submarginal for that purpose and which should have
been kept In fore at,

Lack of iowledge has been one of the factors whih has led private
This in turn led to oversized
owners to adopt the out-out policy.
plants, far too short depreciation periods, excessive capital oats,
the cutting of unprofitable timbers lack of provision fox' future
crops, and the devastation or deterioration of a large part of the
privately owned commercial forest land.

It has alowed down progress, impaired efficiency, and increased
In these ways, and pethaps still more by not anticipating
the great losses caused by erroneous public and private policy and
practices, it has been partly responsible for great public and
private losses, and is still handicapping progress of the entire
forestry movement,
These losses can only be eorrec,od b an onm
in the
ii htenod. .ublic o.jnion as well as a rea.ter understam.
indus ry I self,
costs,

VII.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF APPLIED FORESTRY

Applied fox'estry has made its chief advance within the realm of
public forests. Forestry on private lands has lagged far behind arid
is still non-existent on a vast aggregate acreage.
Even public

forestry was brought about only after a long period of educational
wor]c,

It then mci-ed rapidly,

largely beoauso we had to do with a

single owner, as the Nation or State: that looks to the widest
benefits of the people and is in a positions if need be, to spread
costs and returns over generations
The eonomi complexities of
private forestry have caused a still longer period of preparatory
work which it is hoped is now drawing to a c].oae.
"One of the primary difficulties in private forestry" says
Henry S. Graves of the American Poreatry Assn, and Dean of the
Yale School of Forestry, "lies in the character of ownership of
the land. Hundreds of thousands of tracts, big, little and in
between, are owned by individuals, corporations, and other
agencies, each With distinctive objectives and distinctive econ.'
omic and financial problems. Our Nation adopted the policy of
distributing public land to individuals in nall parcels. It ws
based on the purpose of building a nation of small owners of homes
and farms; a splendid objeotive in layiig the foundations for a
sound democracy. But the principle of indiscriminate distribution
of public forests unsuited to farming and home building has led to
some of the most perplexing economic problems we face today in forest
conservation.
That happened was that as soon as title to land was
obtained by individuals, carrying charges began, leading to pressure
for realization through timber cutting or sale. This pressure in.'
creased as the years passed and inevitably led to haste in explo3.tau.
tion, sharp competition, periodic overproduotion and the various
industrial and social consequences with which we are all familiar,
No more effective device could have been found to deplete the forest
resources of the country than that followed by the goverrmtent arid
states in their policy of land distribution; no more effective
device to cause instability of the industries and of the oowmunitaos
dependent on the forests."
Applied forestry generally involves four stages of development accord.'
ing to Mr, Graves. Firet, there is the necessity for sheer protection
of forests from natural factors of destruction; from fire, insects,
disease and other agenoies
Considerable progress has bean made in
meeting this problem,
The next stage in forestry is the initiation of measures to insure
a restocking of forests, after cutting, by stands of trees of pros..
pootive value, This is the problem of reproduction, or, as the
phrase goes, keeping the forests in a produtive condition. There
is now a wider recognition of this princpie and some effort in
actual practice on private lands,
This is the elementary begimiing
of silvioulture; to provide for ne growth by leavLng an adeqwte
supply of trees for natural seeding, or by planting where necessary.
It is, however, only the beginning of forestry because more forest
replacement does not take into account continued use of the land
to supply industry with raw materials and to supply owners with in.'
come during growth of new stands of trees to marketable dimensions,
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Even if ample provision is made for restocking of the lands,
lumbering may remove such a large part of the growing stock of
intermediate and naller trees that it Will be many years before
there can be further returns from timber,
This brings us to the third stage in applied forestry, which calls
for the reservation on. the ground of enough growing stock of inter-p
mediate and iniature trees to constituto a basis for subsequent
cuttings within reasonable periods,
This is the objective of sO
called selective logging, whatever form that may take. It is the
foundation of sustained yield.
It is an essential feature in bringi.
ing about stability of ownership,
It provides for continued local
supplies of raw material for industry and thus contributes to
permanence of manufacturing plants, sustained emplopment, end etabi:Lr'
ity of communities,
If all forests in a given region are handled
so that an anpie growing stock
on the ground and provisions
made for protection and reproduction after cutting, the basie for
a measure of regional sustained yield is created, Protection end
roproduotion may prevent forest devastation; these measures alone
do not prevent economic forest depletion. lNhat the public wants
and is increasingly demanding is the prevention of forest depletion
that loaves regions and communities for years Without forest reouoea
to contribute to industrial activities. In other words, the public
demands a cessation of the cut'.out and get..out," "boom and bust"
policies of the past. Many authorities1 however, recognize the difum
fioulty of selective logging measures in the fir forests, end feel
that this form of applied forestry is at the present premature
yet they feel that some form of sustained yield is practicable.
The writer has never contended that a perfected form of selective
logging is feasible at the moment, What he does deplore is the
complete ignoring of the principle in general logging operations.

is left

The final stage of forestry is the organization and management of
forests for sustained yield. This involves the organization of a
tract or group of tracts to provide a continuous supply of raw
matorial for a specified market, This, of course, involves the
prinoiplo of leaving onough growing stock to make possible repeated
operations in specified areas of the forest at reasonable intervals,
The quantity of material cut each year is governed by the yield
capacity of the land.
If the production from the mill is commensurate
with the yield capacity of the land1 there is a basis for permanence
of operation. Sustained yield management of large forest property
involves many complex problems of determination of growth, appropriate
methods of silviculture, and systematic plans for cutting, all adapted
to the requirements of the mill and the financial and other business
problems of the owner.
If the present set-up of private ownership is to continue, the prinum
olpie of sustained yield organization would work out something like
this
If a given manufacturing plant is to have assurance of peruu
Inanenoe, there is involved the necessity of organizing groups of

properties for sustained yield, with contractual rranements with
the owners to sell to the manufacturer and to adjust the nianagement
of their lands to the master plan for all the properties considered
as a unit, This may be called group sustained yield.
Such an
undertaking offers to the manufacturer an assured supply of tinber
continuously from lands naturally tributary to the plant. It providea oertaintyof returns at reasonable intervals to the land
owners.
It would result in stability of industry end of land use
and hence is of vital public inportanco to comBumities,
While there are those who believe that private ownership of forests
has a definite and prominent place in our future forest management,
there are others who believe
the only solution of the probleina
involved lies in a continuing increase of public ownership. The
iatter contend that a single ownership Will wipe out the complex-.
itie of present day forestry and assure a sustained yield managemont, There is no question but that the gradual acquisition of the
private forests by the public Will lesson the devastation now going
on and assure the people of the preservation of their heritage.
One thin, is certain
if the rivate owners and the industries
do not demonstrate, in the very near future, their capaoiy 0
handle the lands produotivel before they are much further depleted,
ublio ao.uiromont will become nooessar in order to restore and
at
safeguard the .enoral .ublio interosts0 The .rivate iXltOre8
learn o farm thô forests instead of mine
years
o
em,
of effort on tià part a? he government to per suade private operators
to cooporato in conservation measures seemed to demonstrate prstty
oloarly that the problom can not be solved under private ownorshippU

that

t

'TJnder their present management the American forests are drifting
into constantly expanding ruin, Year by year the area of devastated
land keeps mounting, until today it has reached the appalling total
of 83 million acres, to which nearly a million acres are being added
annually. Even more serious then the devastation is the grave
deterioration wh.oh has occurred on at least 200 million additiona.
acres, Between devastation and deterioration the American forests
and all the social values which they represent are indeed in a tragic

condition,

The major oause of this sorry plight is the mimnairngoment of privately
owned forests, Fire damage, erosion, devastatzon, and destruction
of scenic values are many times more severe on private than on public
forests.
This hopeless insufficiency of private ownership has obtained
even though the government has carried five sixths of the burden
of fire protection. When this miserable failure is contrasted with
the splendid record of public forest management the moral seems
inescapable. Public ownership is the only basis on which we can hope
to protect the incalculable values of the forests for wood resources,
f or soil and water conservation, and for recreation. it is urged,
therefore, that the public should acquire at least 562 million acres
out of the 670 million acres of potential forest lend."

VIII.

PLANIiING

The solution of the problems dioused in the preceding pages
lies in a systematic and intelligent course of procedure, oalld
"Planning." This involves, first, the organization of knowledge
now at hand, and, secondly, aotion based upon that knowledge,
In addition, intelligent planning involves continued research in
a multipliotty of problems which go to make up orderly develop..
ment of our resources, Basically1 then, planning is three things:
(1) fact finding: (2) analyzing the facts and making r000muenda..
tiona baaed on them; and (3), aobion, based upon those r000mmen&L..
tiona by legillative authority.
T
first two become worthless and
a vitiate of time and energy unless supported by actiom. A fourth
stipulation may also be added to sucoesaful planning -.. the mobil.ization of public opinion.
While our effort toward a planned economy is a step forward, it is
up to the public to see that planning does not become plottin.
When we oon8ldor State Planning wo must think first of the
ate
Planning agency. "Here at once we faoo a paradox," states
Harloan James. "If the State Planning Board is fin politics' a
the words are ordinarily accepted, its usefulness is crippled and
its service may be entirely diverted from the obvious purpose for
which State Planning 'boards are set up,
On the other hand, if the
State Planning boards have not the confidence of the governors and
active cooperation and understanding of the heads of the state
departments of the administrations in power, their plans, however
good, are bound to be futile. A true course must avoid both horns
of this dilemma."
If citizen-support groups can keep public sentiment crystallized
in favor of maintaining Planning Commissions, in membership and
staff, as teohnioal advisory agencies, there is a very good chance
that planning will play its proper part, From the present trend
of public opinion there seems to be a well-defined sentiment which
will assert itself where the decision between politics and non..
politics is presented with concrete, understandable programs of
action which may be followed.
If we soleot a field like planning
which is ossentially technical and based on comprehensive, accurate
information which can be gathorod only by oxports, thoro seems to
be an excellent chance that public opinion will function. And
wise political leaders are singularly influenced by public opinion.
The answer, therefore, rests with organized citizen groups who lead
public opinion.

In the words of Miss James, "the whole planning structure is built
upon the common-sense premise that decisions based on pertiment
information, analysis and technical advice are sounder than snap
judgment based on prejudice, privilege and ignorance of the facte.
There is certainly nothing futilely optimistic about such a pro..
cedure, The principal danger is that after the preseiit hih-mindednea, born of déperation, shows a tendency to wane, the organized
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citizens Will fair to give that support to State Planning boards
which is essential to protect them from adverse political influ's
enoos,
It is ourselves we must hold responsible if State Pinnlng
boards are not permitted to make the fullest use of techniez1
information and to function in a oolnmonp-sense maimer."

The Pacific Northwest is still rich in fine scenery and in native
economic resources Land p].anning studies should give to the region
a comprohonsivo plan for land uses which would serve this generation
without robbing future generations of the heritage which is their
due,
In the East the United States Forest Service is now purchasing
cut..'over and ),eftu-ovsr forest lands which a mistaken land policy

allowed to pass into private ownership and so to be stripped of
their wealth. In many parts of the country, today, vast eiana of
money are being expended bo correct erosion which has followed the
complete denuding of lands once covered with fine virgin forests.
In the East the people are obliged to purchase their national parka
so far with state and private funds
and, unfortunately to accept
some scarred and injured areas which may not return to wilderness
oondition for fifty or a hundred years. It may well be that in
another 3.00 years the only highly scenic areas which have escaped
commercial utiljatjon will be the national parka, arid national pm..
itivo areas.

In the Pacific Northwest these land and water resources are still

abundant

and largely in public ownership.

of the country, which still has so much of

And so this section
its izthoritarioe intact,

should profit by the mistakes of the eastern states, and with the
aid of local, state, and regional planning maintain an environment
for its citizens which Will give to this country a new standard of
culture and comfort.

Note: As was the case in our survey of tepower,fl we cannot take up
a study of forestry in Washington without including the forest
problems of the entire Pacific Northwest or the entire Columbia Basin
region.
They are so oiose3.y interrelated and the problems are so
similar that what affects one section of this region is general33r
applioab.e to another, This is especially true of the Douglas Fir
and Ponderosg Pine regions of Oregon and Washington. Also the prob
loms of the white pine region of Northern Idaho and Northeostorn
Washington are coimnon to both. It may also be stated that most of
the forestry studies made by th Government and other agencies have
dealt mostly with the region as a unit, and the greater portion of
statistical material is so based. Therefore, if the writer on uum.
erous occasions steps over the State line in his diecussion, the
reader will know that it is unavoidable, However, the major portion
of the survey will deal specifically with Washington.
I.

PFELIIVJINARY DISCUSSiON

The forest resources of Washington have, since the earliest days,
formed this territory's principal source of revenue, From the first
hand..aawn schooner load of lumber shipped to $an Francisco by the
earliest settlers in exchange for general merchandise, to the present
production, which in the whole State reaches approximately *200,000,000
in value annually and furnishes around 65 per cent of the total indui.
trial payroll, the forests have, in a more marked degree than in sny
other State, influenced the character of development and
the prosper..
ity of this region.
The stands of timber in Washington and the Columbia Basin not only
provide a great source of support for local social structures but the
great potential forest productive capacity of the region also affords
possibilities of a valuable contribution to the welfare of the nation;
provided that aggresive steps are taken to bring all lands prtinarily
valuable for growing timber under adequate forest management. This
involves public action and greater public responsibility, While his
region is handioaped by distance from its principal markets, the
wood-using industrios have already reached a high rank for the United
States1
In lumber production, Washington has led all States for over
twenty years. The Columbia Basin States for 1929
produced 36% of al].
lumber out in the United States,
VVhile the whole resource is confronted with many serious problems,

including control of fires and ravages from insects and disease, the
most critical of all is that of private ovnorship, Stabilization of
this ownership and the introduction of adequate forest management Of
private lands as one of the most vital questions confronting the Nation
today.
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Certain large areas of heavy virgin timber atanda within the Columbin
Basin, particularly in Oregon and Washington, afford about the last
opportunity in the Nation, with the possible exception of the Southern
Pine Belt, to apply sustained yield forest management to old growth
timber stands. Hasty exploitation and devastation by fire have progressivoly depleted all forest regions of the Nation except the Roccy
Mountain and the Pacific States where large bodies of virgin timber
are still intact1 Effective action in a large way is still
pOS8ible
in this area if the public is soon awakenod to the seriousness of the
problems involved and are willing to shoulder the responsibility of
preserving this Statè'a heritage next to water power.
Most of us have not given enough thought to the social and economic
importance of the forests of this region. When we think of the vast
timber stands of this corner of the United States, aggregating 796
billion board feet end constituting 55 per cent of the remaining
virgin timber supply of the country, we erroneously harbor the idea
that they will last forever. In the first place, it should be
recognized that some portions ot the forest, largely on public lands,
are on high and rugged mountain areas, of difficult access, and
certain relatively low quality timber, This cuts down considerably
the availability of this timber for commercial use,
Such areas have
a very groat importance, however,
for the conservation of water,
recreation, wild life, and forage, and must be protected, On the
other haud,, the commercial timber is now being cut much faster
than
growing and at the present rate may be completely depleted
within the next generation unless the proper steps are taken for itz
preservation and regrowth,

it is

oontrat with

Under intensive forestry management, in
the migratory
wood-using industries of the past, the forests can afford an excellent
opportunity for the establishment of permanent towns and settlements
and the building of a more stable social structure,
In addition, the
forests in their various uses provide an extensive field for the
ernplopmont of labor, a very significant factor bearing on the future
settlement and development of the heavilytimbered States.
Let us explore for a moment the economic dependency of this State
upon
its forest products,
A.

Economic Dependency of Washington on Its Forests.

The first sawmill west of the Mississippi River was built in 1827,
by
the Hudsons Bay Company, a-b Fort Vancouver. Much of the output was
shipped to Hawaii, Thus began a business which, more than any other,
has contributed to the development of this State,

High point of lumber production was reached in 1926, with
an output of
more than 7,546,000,000 board feet (øee plates II & liT).
In 1932
lumber and timber production declined to 2,260,689,000 board feet,
but
ha since increased somewhat, and is expected to amount to
over four
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billion board feet in 1937. There are at present (1938) 423 active
sawmills in Washington, 107 of them producing more than 10,000 bcar
feet per hour, most of the others producing less than 3,000 boa.rd
feet per hour.

The importance of the forest indu8tries'

contribution to economic
stability may be Seen in the folloming table for the year l%9:

_ 34
W.shington .Ijdusties fçr

Thraber o
B stab). is1ment

Lumber and Timber
Paper

Wage
Rarners

Va1u

f

7
15

2,774

3,667,225

28429 000

5

1,632

1,915,000

6,637,000

129

3,600

4,472,000

23.463,000

Pulp

15

2 394

3 648 000

18 665 000

Wood Preserving

12

519

734,911

8,074,000

Wooden Boxes

22

451

449,053

2.197,000

5

519

645,337

2,089,000

1,055

70,459

99,286,836

$352,175,000

Al]. Washington Industries

,672

114,830

*160,670,891

$795,561,861

Forest Industries
to all Industries
(From Bureau of Census)

28.73

61.36

61,80

44.27

Furniture

Planing Mills

Cooperage
Total

*
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In 1939 total production of lumber was 7,302,063,000 board
fee1
In
1953 it was 3,106,095,000 feet, The serious effects of depreaaion in
these industries upon employment 'd wages, the mortality
in manufact.
uring establishments, and reduot&pi'i of value of the product,
are in
dieated in the following oomparadive table for 1933:

on. Industries

Number of

Establisbment

for 1933

Wage

Wae s

Earr.ers

Paid

Va3ue Qf

Products

r and Timber
Paper

13

1,945

2,144,022

21,781,850

Purniture

33

999

683,116

2,553,212

Planing Mills

79

1,954

1,451,791

8,131,101

Pulp

15

1,993

2,134,311

18,875,465

Wood Prqsrya1

10

291

223,116

2,331,6&0

Woodou Bozes

16

384

269,357

1,056,940

555

38,060

432,949,206

138,886,650

2,307

67,752

62,116,862

$331,225,041

24.06

56.18

53,04

41.93

Total

All Washinton

Industries

% Forest Industries

to all Industries

According to the census of 1929, out of 1,563,396 population, 684,813
were earning a living. Of these 15,69% wore occupied in agriculture
and 12.8% in forest industries. Population directly and entirely
dependent upon forest industries was 199,500, farm population was
A large portion of
307,737, and rural non-farm population 378,714.
the last class, and certainly some of the farm population, also relied
upon part-time employment in forest and mill. In the rendering of
services to forest industries and thoir employees more men are om
ployod and more persons supported than by direct employment. The
United Statos Forest Service has ostimatd that for every million
board foot of wood oonsumod yearly 18.6 persons are supported by
direct omploymont (workors and their families), whi].e 28.7 persons
are supported indirectly in service aetivitio. In the pulping
industry the osthnatod figures are substantially higher.
It is further estimated that under roasonably intonsivo forest manage..
mont tho combined lumber and tinbor products, pulp, paper, and other
forest industries of Washington can maintain poxnanontly 875,000
employees and dependents.

These industries now create one dollar of every three paid for all
products of the State. Two thirds of all rail and waterborne tonnage
originating in the State is forest tonnage, and a considerable portion
of the
of freight inbound is for the use of these industries. And 8
value of products of these industries normally is distributed within
the State for wages, supplies, taxes, construction and the like.
According to the 1929 census, United States Department of Commerce,
the rated capacity of all installed power equipment in forest industries, including pulp and papor manufacturing in Orogon, Washington,
Idaho, and Montana, was 1,185,846 horsepower. Of this amount, 404,464
h.p. was t3ie installed oapaoity of electric motors driven by purchased
energy. The remaining power was in prime movers at the mills. The
amount of power actually used waS, of course, considerably lesa than
the rated horsepower capacity, Some conception of the inportance of
the forest industries as power users is gained from the same census
report wliich shows that 49% of the capacity rating of electric motors
purchasing energy in al]. kinds of manufacturing in Oregon and
1ashingon Was installed in the sawmill, pulp rnd paper plants, box
factories and other wood-using factories. The capacity of all motors
and prime movers in the forest industries was 71% of the total for
all manufac urin plan s in the we S atos.
There are also other indirect economic benefits from the forest, The
benoficial.effect of forest cover upon stream flow is well known
forests have an important bearing upon erosion, floods, and water
supply for irrigation. Washington's forests present scenic attractions
nd opportunities for recreation not surp ased by those of any other
$tato.
(See Plate vi.) Tourist business can be developed into a
much larger enterprise than at present. Yet the value of outdoor
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recreation is not merelycommorejal.
Of even greater value is its
effect upon the physical, mental and moral well-being of
our people,
Closely associated with and indispensable to complete
development of
recreation possibilities is conservation of wild life.
Fish and game
require the influence of the forest.
Their value must be measured in
torm of reoreation and food,
While the figures and facts given in the above paragraphs
are oompar
atively meager and fall far short of presenting the
entire economic
importance of our timber resources, they Will,
nevertheless, give the
reader a fair picture of the economic dopendenoy
of the people of
Washington upon their forests, Add to the above the taxable
property
involved, and then wonder why the citizens of the State
have for so
long failed to meet their responsibility in the matter1
All these values can be impaired by wasteful
and heedless exploitation
of the woodlands, They can be sustained and
greatly increased by wise
management based upon far-sighted planning and public support.
3.

The Present Control of Our Forests

Oregon and Washington are divided by the Cascade Range into two
geographic
regions, which vary greatly in forest cover. The combined area of eastern
Oregon and eastern Washington is 67 million acres, amounting to
roughly
two-thirds the total area of the two States..
tu western Oregon and
western Washington more than 80 per cent of the
area is forest land and
the larger part of the land now classified as agrici4tural was origin
ally forested; only above timber line in the Cascade Range
and Olympic
Mountains is tree growth limited by climatic conditions,
In eastern
Orego and eastern Washington
meager precipitation limits tree growth
over extensive areas and only about 35 per cent of the total area is
foreet land. The treeless area consists
of river valleys, plateaus,
deserts, rolling hills, and in southeastern. Oregon, the
Steona Mountains,
are practically nonforostod,
The Douglas fir region of Oregon and Washington, consisting
of that part
of tho two States west of the summit of the Cascade
Range, ha a total
lcnd area of 35,127,449 acres, of which 29,001,910 acres,
or 8$ pr cent1
is classed as forest land.. This 29 million acres supports
a timber stand
of over 546 billion board feet, placing this regLon foremost
as a source
of timber.
The present administration and control of our forest lands falls
into
six general categories -- National Forests, Public Domain, Indian Lands,
State Lands, County Lands, and Private Lands..
(a)

National Forests

The National Forests in the four $tate, Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana, aggregate 58,789,792 acres. Administered by the Forest Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, they are managed under
stablisted policies providing for the highest use of the land and its
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resources, which include sustained yie1 management of the
timber resources, preservation of watershed values, conservative
management of gra1ng, development of recreational use, refore8tation
of denuded aroa8, and protection against tthe inroads of fire, insects
and treo diseases.

Although dependent on annual appropriations by Congress, which have
not always been adequate, the National Forests aided by more adequate
ppropriatjons than other forest agencies, may be considered to be on
the most stable basis of any forest lands in this region. Unfortun..
ately, as stated before, the National Forests do not in genera]. include
the bcst grade of forest lands, a very large percentage being rugged
mountain country or inaccessible regions valuable chiefly for watershed
urposs, consequently, the large area c1assiiod as forest land is
misleading in relation to Its influence on commercial timber production..

Publjô Domain
The forested public domain, which in the four States aggregate about
2,000,000 acres, is without definite provisions for protection,
development, administration, or permanent use of its resources.
Indian Lands

oproimately 9 million acres of Indion forst land are under the
jurisdiction of the Forestry Branch of the Indian Service, Indian
:lands are either allotted lands or
davjded tribal lands.
In either
case the pressure to liquidate timber values is heavy. The principle
of sustained yield, however, is recognized, and has in some cases
been observed.. Capable foresters are employed and, in general, the
cutting practices are good. Systematic forest protection is provided.
Allhough practice and policy are neeesarily modified by the nature of
ownership and other considerations not connected with the ordinary use
of forest lands, management of Indian timber tends to be in accordance
with doairable forest practice..
(ci)

State Lands

The situation as to State forest lands varies in the different States.
All four States, however, in the Columbia Basin region received lands
in grants from the Federal Government. Washington, including all
classo of land, received grants of 3,044,000 acres. The forest lands
in these grants exceed 1,500,000 acres. Large areas ot' State land
were consolidated through exchange with the Forest Service, One of
these blocks, together with other State land on the west side of the
Olympic Peninsula, has been designated by the Legislature as a sustained yield forest, although as yet, no definite plan has been
established for its management. The present administration indicates
its intention to manage the area on
sustained yield basis in conjunction with adjouning National Forest lands. Legislative acts in
this State provide for the purchase with utility bonds of forest land
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for State forests, About 50,000 acres of good Qutover lands have been
acquired in this manner, Authority exists for further pure1mos up to
300, 000,
Protection improvements on the area acquired have been made
by the C.C,CII, a nursery has been started, and planting has boon done
where required.

Considerable timber has been sold from the scattered State lands, as
well as front certain blocks acquired from the Federal Government through
exchange at its full value, The tendency has been to liquidate timber
values promptly. Aside from the State sustained yield forest mentioned
above, and an acquired cutover area which is to be managed on a sua..
tamed yield basis, there is no provision for intensive forest managemont.
Aside from slash disposal, few restrictions are imposed in logging
State forest lands, except in the pine region of eastern Washington
where there has been a recent trend toward selective cutting designed
to provide for future crops, 1ihile the Legislature consistently
appropriates money for the use of the State Forest Department, these
funds being used for protection from fire, it is generally conceded
that the present protective provisions are far from adequate to meet
full requirements,
(e)

County Lands

Throughout the Northwest States there is a very rapid movement of
cutover lands to county ownership through tax delinquency and foreclosure.
This process of transfer promises to be accelerated in the
future since there is little inclination on the part of many private
owners to hold land after the timber is removed,
According to the Washington State Commissioner of Public Lands, the
various counties of the State in 1934 had 1,250,000 acres of land
obtained through delinquent tax foreclosures. A large additional
acreage, possibly several million acres, is delinquent but not yet
acquired by the counties, duo to legislation prolonging the foreclosure
period. Economists of the Pacific Northwost Forest xpermment Station
recently found that of the forost land areas of 18 western Oregon and
Washington counties, more than 3,200,000 acres wore tax delinquent
and almost 479,000 acres had boon acquired by the counties for unpaid
taxes. More than 37 of the area of private and county-owned lands
studied was involved in long-torn tax delinquency. The owners of lands
valued for tax purposos at rioro than $4O,O00O0O had either permanently
or temporarily stopped payingj taxes.
The situation implies and reveals the financial distrøss of these land
It has other serious aspects. The burden of supporting local
government has been shifted to the owners who are continuing to pay
taxes, As this burden beoomos concentrated on a smaller and smaller
number of property owners, the processes of timber depletion are
speeded up and lands giving little promise of yielding early income
owners,
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are dumped into the delinquency hopper,
The cumulative effects of
those processes fall heavily upon all taxpayers, 3eopardlzing taxsupported institutions and services, threatenng the existence of
once thrifty communities, and limiting the opportunities for obtain
ang gainful occupation.
Furthermore, the permanent welfare of tho
regionts forest industries is being threatened by the progressive
deterioration and devastat.on aggravated by the uncertain status of
tax reverted and reverting forest lancs. When the welfare of any one
of the manor natural-resource industries is threatened, the entire
industrial structure is weakened.

The future of tax delinquent lands is onc of the most important
problems of land management in the State. It is important that this
type of ownership, which is ever increasing in acreage, be given such
status that it will be protected and properly administered. Permanent
ownership by the oounties does not seem to be practicable,
probable that the best ultimate solution will be through transfer
either to the State or the Fedora1 Government. Pointing toward this
solution, the 1935 Legislature has required that all lands reverting
to counties through tax d1inguency which are suitable for State
forests and which are selected by the State forest authorities shall
be turned over to the State.

and it is

Municipal ownership f forest lands in this State is unimportant from
an acreage standpoint, except that the City of Seattle owns and pro.toots several thousand acres of land on its city watershed.
(f)

Private Lands

Since priyately,owned forest lands are in general the best quality
timber lands of both the State and the region, the importance of their
proper management in comparison with the publicly-owned forests which
contain much inferior land, is out of proportion to their area.
With some few exceptions, the present management of private forest
lands within this region hasno assured status. Most owners have no
definite plan or pol:i.cy beyond the liquidation of the existing timber
resources. There are certain possibilities of futtre sustained yield
management of some private lands, particularly for pulpwood production,
through government aid in extension of credits, revised taxation, and
assistance in protection, but in general it may be said that pexanent
planned forest management of private lands in this region is very
uncertain.
For the present, private timberland carrying commercial timber values
is receiving reasonably adequate fire protection. As timber values
are reduced by cutting, the continuation of such protection, if main..
tamed at all, will become more uncertain and fall more heavily upon
the tatos
Cutover lands in the Douglas fir region of western Oregon
and Washington are now sub3ect to an annual loss of about 3%, which
is excessive,

Under the lumber code of the N.R.A.
the lagging operators were
forced to recognize the importance and nocessity of leaving cutiwez'
lands in such a productive condition as would permit contizuied gz'owbh
on these lands without the necessity for art:Lficial planting or the
lapse of long periods of time to secure restookinge As part o the
code, the operators adopted forest practice rules for the different
forest types,
These were designed to leave the outover areas in
dition to insure that they would be kept productive. These rules we
actually in force for a little lena than a year. Variable results
were secured in some districts, but in others marked progress wte

made in leaving an adequate sourco of seed supply and in facilitating
future protection by adoquato elaah and snag diaposa.. Since tho
discontjnuaoo of the lumber code the various associations of OporOtax's
in the Columbia Basin territory have announced their int.ntL
of
continuing in cooperation the forest practice rules on this cooperation
basis, But in actual practice they have fallen far short of their
seeming intentions.
Under the lumber code and.prosont cooperative endeavor the industry
has expressed some interest in the possibilities of adopting sustained
yield operation, as witness the annual Forest Conservation Conference
under the auspices of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association,
but a sustained yield management plan in this region Irna been worked
out for only one large operation, With this exception no operation
dependent upon privately owned lands in the whole Columbia Basin tern.
tory is being handled on a sustained yield basis.
So far as private lends are concerned, the policy of cutting on a
liquidation basis is by z'oason of 000nomio pressure, universal with
but few exceptions throughout the region, While problems of coritin.'
uity of operating on a permanent basis aro in some cases being given
serious consideration, progress in the actual development of sustained
yield operation has been very limited. There is recognition of the
fact that land should be left in a productive condition
merchantable timber has been removed, but the condition in which the
lands are being loft after cutting and the degree of protection given
as indicated by the percentage of the area burned annually are still
far from satisfactory from the public viewpoint. For inventory of
forest resources in regard to ownership see appondix

after the

The writer believes that the foregoing pages of °preliminax7 dieoussio&1
now afford th reader a sufficient background of the forestry sit2ation
to be able to approach intelligently the detailed discussion of the

various probloms involvod, We have attempted in the preliminary dtaais
cussion to establish one points that to management of Itato and private

forest lands in Washington is characterized by a lack of definite dedication of tho land to permanent forest production and by a lack of ado..
qute plans for uetaino yield or full development of the multiplo u
Drinciple. And as far as State control is onoorned, the directing
personncl, appropriations and policies aro all more or loss still sul
jot to tho vicissitudes of politics. One of the bright spots in the
picture is the menagement of our National forests, and even that could
be improved,

But before we go into a detailed discussion of the major forea
problems of Washington, let us absorb a few pages of elementary
forestry as it applies to the State of Washingtons

F0RST

Timber Reg.ons and Forest Tyiee

XI.

TI

A.

Doug3as Fir Region

Vhile the Stats of Washington has during a number of years led aU
other States in lumber production, 85% of the standing timber and a
corresponding portion of the activities are located west of the
Cascades, a region climatically favored in a high degree and partio'.
ularly as regards the growth of hoavy stands of timber. This great

lumber andustry is based on a purely climatic natural resource, arid
the effects of even slight changes of the climate can be easily traced
from the humid coast

region to the higher elopes of the Vascades, until
range, which precipitates the moisture carried ftland
on the preai1thg
and southerly winds, the drier eastern
western
slop irTanediately shows a greatly differ.ng growth of timber both a
to species and yield of stands.

an crossing this

The Douglas fir region lies between the Pacific Ocean and the crest of
t}'e Cascade Range in western Washington and Oregon from British Columbia
approximately to the California line1 Except for a few meadows
prairies, and mountain barrens, the entire region ws once forest
the
In the density of its
luxuriance of growth, this region is in the front rank,

forests, in the huge size of its trees, in

Spoaking broadly, this was a primoval forest region of over 30,000,000
forest and less than 5,000,000 acres have boon logged.
Ineluding land used for agricultural purposes.
hss boon slashed and burned off for agricultural use, The rest is in
a state of nature. By no means, however, is every acre of natural
It is estimated that On
woods bearing the quota of timber it might.
the advent of the white man the whole region was not bearing more thAn
a third of the timber the land is capable of producing. The average
stand for the region was probably under 30,000 foot per aore, whereas
mature virgin timber ought to run 100,000 feet per acre, Many acres
were denuded of bearing small young timber, and others were thinned
out and patchy because of the inroads of fire,

acres of original

A little in addition

Serious fires from time immemorial have mought great havoc in the
virgin forest, which when destroyed has usually been replaced by a
"secondigrowth" forest of young timber, Thus, there is in thin region
timber of various ages. There are whole townships of inmature tinber.
he existence of so great an acreage of young forests has a. very
important bearing on the future stability of the lumber industry of
the region, Extensive lumber operations, however, are as yet mostly
in mature timber,
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Of the entire lumber out of western Oregon and Washington (excluding
oodar shingles), 82% is Douglas fir, Of the 371,000,000,000 feet of
privately oa2od timber, at least 7
Douglas fir. But the timber
of the entire region, though so predominantly and characteristically
Douglas fir, is by no moans homogoneous. Although Douglas fir occurs
more or loss on nearly every site, the physical differences between
high and low altitudes, between coastal, valley, and mountain sites,
are reflected in pronounced differences in the forest cover.

is

For clarity in this discussion it is convenient to recognize the
several forest typos which occur in the Douglas fir roion, They
are the Douglas fir type proper, the fog-bolt type, and the uppor.
slope types. Most of the timber cutting is in. the Douglas fiz' typo
and the fog-belt type, which together include practically all the
privately owned timberlands,
* The Douglas Fir Typo Proper
A forest in which Douglas fir oomprises 60 per cent or more of the
timber volume is classed as the Douglas fir type proper. This typo
covers at least three-quarters of the forested area of western
Washington and Oregon and an even larger proportion of the area of
commercial forest, In this Zone also occur western hemlock, western
red cedar, Sitka spruce, silver firs, western white pine, and other
species of minor commercial importance.
Roughly speaking, the wetter the site the larger the proportion of
other species in the virgin timber,
The proportion of hemlock
increases with the altitude and with approach to the coastal fog
bolt, Also northward the proportion o other species than Douglas
fir increases with the increasing humidity and coolness. Then again
when approaching the warmer and drier climate in southern Oregon,
the Douglas fir gradually merges into Ponderosa pine.
Again, the proportions of Douglas fir diminishes as the age of the stand
increases,
In very old stands there is apt to be more hemlock and cedar
than in young timber. The so-called second-growth stands on old burns
and logged-off lands are composed to a striking degree of Douglas fir,
and are therefore justly spoken of as pure Douglas fir forests8 The
younger Douglas fir forests are often referred to by lumbermen as "red
fir stands," while the ovormature forests are called "yellow fir stands.'
The Fog-Belt Type

The humid western slope of the Olympic Mountaifis and such portions of
the Coast Range as have similar climatic exposures receive the brunt
of the moisture carried inland from the Pacific. Here the growth is
very rapid and shows a distinct tendency to favor species which thrive

* Timber Growing and Logging Practice in the Douglas Fir Region by
Thornton T, Manger. United States Department of Agriculture,
Bulletin. #1393.

In this group are western hemlock,
under abundant moisture.
red cedar, and Sitka spruce, forming over 60 per cent of the stands,
with Douglas fir stands averaging less than 40 per cent. Most of the
timber of this type is in private ownership.
The Upyer-'Slope Types

This region includes the higher slopes of the Olympic and Cascade Ranges,
largely within the boundariQs of the national forests. As the altitude
increases Douglas fir gradually g.ves way to western hemlock and mountain hemlock, several species of balsam far, Alaska or yellow cedar,
nglemaim spruce and varitios of minor importance. Because of their
iriacessibility and the remaining large stands in the Douglas fir zone,
the species on the upper slopes have as yet not been commercially
exploited. However, they have a considerable potential value as a
future reserve of timber. They are largely administerod by the National
Forest Service and are managed so as to produce continuous crops in the
future on the "sustained yieldtt basis or logged in such a manner as to
balance the annual growth over the reserves as a whole.

Use of Species
Named after the Scotch botanist, Dav3.d Douglas, this
Douglas fir
species is not a true fir. As the scientific name, Pseudotsuga Tx.folio
(with foliage like the taxus), implies, it as more comparable to a "false
hemlock." The true firs in western Washington are the species in the
balsam fir group. Other common and trade names of Douglas fir are red
fir, yellow fir, Oregon pine, Douglas spruce, Puget Sound pine, etc.
Quoting United States Forest Service Bulletin No. 88:
"Douglas fir may, perhaps, be considered as the most important of
Though in point of production it ranks second to the
American woods.
southern yellow pine, its rapid growth in the Pacific Coast forests,
its comparatively wide distribution, and the groat variety of uses to
It is very ectensavely used
which the wood can be put, place it first,
in building trades; by the railroads in the form of ties, piling, oar
and bridge material; and by many of the manufacturing industries of th
country, As a structural timber it is riot surpassed, and probably it
is most widly used and known in this capacity."
It may be noted that about two thirds of all the railroad ties in the
western part of the United States are of Douglas fir, and that this
timber has no competition as material for piling. Among additional
uses may bo mentioned wooden ships, boats, masts and spars, cooperage
products, boxes, tanks, wooden stave pipe, paving blocks, sulphate
pulp, furniture, plywood, flooring, sash arid doors, finish, etc.
Hemlock - The western hemlock has only lately gained the recognition
For an. extended period, handicapped by a name
i
has long deserved,
which in the eastern districts has been synonymous with lumber of far
poorer quality, it has been low-prioed, arid often considered as
The lumber is free from pitch, relatively hard, takes paints and, stains
even better than Douglas fir, and makes excellent flooring and finish,
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it is an eccellent wood for barrels, kegs, boxes, baskets and fruit
containers, since it is comparatively odor1ess and tasteless when
dry. in late yoars an extensive business an hemlock box shooks has
been de-e1opod, and it has gained increasing use as flooring, Lower
in structural strength than Douglas fir, hemlock has not been used in
this field to any great extent, although at as suitable for all except
the heaviest construction work,
The potential value of hexnlook is greatly increased by its pulping
properties, as it can be converted into a high grade of sulphite pulp,
and with the increasing prentages of this tinber found on the higher
levels now being approached, oven small hemlock growths, tops, culls,
eLc., could, with increased demand, be salvaged as valuable material.

Western Red Cedar - Cedar resists decay in a higher degree than any
other Washington wood, and at is because of this fact used for a number
of purposes where this quality is important.
The principal use is for
shingles, which have for a long period of years been distributed from
western Washington over a wide market throughout the United States.
In general building work it as extensively used for siding and other
exposed finishes.
It is relatively soft, but straight-'graanod, has
a low shrinkage factor, takes a beautiful finish, and is successfully
used for all purposes where not subject to hard wear or abrasion.
Cedar is oxtenaivoly used for boat lumber and cedar piling and poles.
Being naturally durable, it finds a wide uso

in this field,

The largest dimension and the best quality have been found on the
lowlands, and as these have been largely logged off an the Douglas
fir region, the future supplies of this quality are diminishing as the
upper levels are approached. Western red cedar has been so common,
and it has been included with other lumber logged off in the past to
such an extent that the prices realized for this sexn:i.precious lumber
have not been in keeping with its actwtl value. Foreign countries
appreciate the excellent qualities of cedar, and it i, in the form
of logs, exported to Japan, South America, China, Australia, and
Now Zealand in increasing quantities.
The exports of cedar logs in
1930 greatly exceeded the exports of fir logs, the amounts being,
reapeotavoly, 63,856,000 and 16,670,000 feet board measure. However,
Douglas fir sawed lumber exceeds all abhor lumber exports in a decisive
manner.
Cedar has, unfortunately, neither been conserved nor manufactured in
a manner which would result in profiting by the latent 'ulue of this
remarkable wood, partly because of general economic conditions and
prtly because of its former abundance; but many possible uses otn yet
be developed, leading to as close and profitable utilization as an the
redwood region of California.

Satka Spruce -- This lumber possesses characteristics which in a measure
ic.nder it unique among American woods.
in proportion to its weight, it
is probably the stiffest softwood in the United States. It is also
rough and straight-grained, which qualities, in combination with
laghtuoss, have made it the favored lumber for airplanes.

its

It is odorless and tasteless, and therefore unsurpassed fez' ship..
mnts of butter, meats and other food poduots, It is oxoellent Lor
outside trim in building construction and dvantagoous in large doors
for hangars, garages, etc., requiring strength and lightness.
It
possesses remarkable properties when used as a sounding board and is
in demand for picinos, violins, eta,
It can be converted into 8u14.
phite pulp of the highest grade, superior to the spruce pulp of the
Northeastern States,

However, Sitka spruce, except on the un].ogged western slop of the
Olympia Peninsula, is quite scarce end has during the past 10 years
been contained in the out merely to the extent of 2.6 per cent. Its
use is limited to specialties and there is sufficient for the doznands.
Balsam Firs -- Some confusion reigns in this classification, even
among local lumbermen. The United States Forest Service includes in
this group, the noble fir, lowland white fir, alpine fir, silver fir,
and white fir; local lumbermen use various names, as larch, gray fir,
white fir, balsam, ate, There is no larch west of the Cascades, so
that the classification of the United States Forest Service is being
gradually accepted,

Except the lowland white fir, or balsam) which grows down to tide
water all these species of the true fir occur on the higher levels and.
have as yet not roached commercial importance, Ocourring in fairly
large percentages among the high'.levol stumpago, and furnishing a
generally good grade of lumber for a variety of purposes, they havo
a considerable potential value as a future timber reserve. A]lthese
species can be used for the production of pulp. However, the percent.age of t1clearstT included in the balsam firs is not as large as in the
Douglas fir, rendering the former group less useful for veneers uppers,
and other purposes requiring clear lumber. Balsam firs generally con-.
tam small spike knots for the full length of the trunk, even if hidden
by the bark or tho sapwood
Hardwoods
Hardwoods do not occur in this region to the extent and
in the varieties which mark the eastern hardwood regions, and with the
exceptions of rod alder, they do not occur in oomercial stands, As
a product of tho lowland and the river valley, the Washington hard..
woods have been the first to give awey for lend clearing and settle'.
mont; also for domestic use,

Red alder occurs in moist and protected locations throughout western
Washington as pure stands of commercialsize timber, sometimes over
fairly large areas, and scattered elsewhere as smaller trees in
limited stands, Single stands containing as much as 500,000 board
feet are not numerous; tracts containing 100,000 board feet are of
frequent occurrence, The total alder stands of western Washington
are estimated, by the United States Forest Service, at 553,000,000
feet, distributed in small groups over 30,000 acres, or at the
average rate of 12,000 foot per acre.

Alder sometimes takes complete possession of burned-over landa
not reforesting in conifers, but tUs growth is not a1s*ys enduriig,
Alder grows very rapidly and annually contributes a large amount of
deoaying foliage and undergrowth as new topsoil. When overripe the
alder gradually dies out, and the new enriched soil gives abundant
nourishment and proteotion to a new conifer growth, which gradually
takes full possession, thereby oompleting the rotation and a natural
cycle of considerable interest and importance.
As second In abundance ranks black ootton.wood in scattered stands
along the lowland streams. This species is declining in iinportanae
because of
increasing scarcity. Other hardwoods are big leaf
maple, Oregon ash, western birch, and Oregon white oak. None of these
have any commercial Importance.

its

It will therefore be noted that red alder forms the only commercial
hardwood stand of any importance in western Washington; and while in
the past it was considered to be of slight value, even for fuels the
rapidly increasing uses, especially for furniture, have during tho
last deoado caused corresponding increases in stwnpago values,
B.

PONDEROSA PINE REGION

In central Washington, southern Idaho, central and eastern Oregon
ponderosa pine either in pure stands or in mixture with Douglas fir,
white fir and western larch covers enormous areas. In extreme northeastern Washington, northern Idaho and western Montana, western white
pine associated more or less olosly with Douglas fir, hemlock, cedar,
western larch and white fir predominates. The ponderosa pine belt in
Washington alone covers some 8,000,000 acres which have a saw-timber
volume of over 44 billion board feet, according to the late forest
survey authorized by the MoSweonoy-MoNary Forest Research Act1 of 1928,
However, about 90 per cent of the itimber industry in this State will
In the ponderosa pine region the
be found west of the Cascades,
operations are scattered and of small size, as is witnessed by the
amount of their production. Nevertheless, the forests of the ponderosa
pine region have multiple uses which have Inherent values, Outside of
lumbering, those forests are valuable for grazing, recreation and water'.
shed protection.

The forested counties of the pine region in eastern Washington include,
Okanogan, Chelcin, Kittitas, yakima ICliokitat, Ferry, Stevens, Pond
0roilli, Spokane, Lincoln, Garfield, Columbia, Walla Wallet, arid Asotin,
The eastern counties of Douglas, Grint, Adams, Whitman, Franklin, and
Benton have so little forest that it is not even recorded.
C,

ThE WHITE PINE REGION

The white pine region of this State is negligible, being located in
The roiqn, however, extends over
the ex±reme northeastern corner,
northern Idaho arid western Montanç., and includes altogether sonic
But unless the blister rust, which is destroying
2,700,000 acres.
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thousands of acres arm.ually, is brought under control within the
few years, the region will soon be badly depleted. More will be said
of this later,

M&JOR FOREST PROBLEMS OF WASHINGTON

III.

It is to be hoped that the reader has not boon lad into the belief
that the following pages are to oonstitute an exhaustive study of the
forest problems of Washington. That would necessitate tho publis1ing
of several large volumes cxa person much more grounded in the subject
Space, under the present oonclitiona, is n0008sarily
than the writer.
limited, so that the presentation of the following problems will also
be limited in scope. Some of the probloms and objectives will be
treated in a rather sketchy manner while others will be handled in
much roater detAil, according to the writert a opinion of their impor*
tance,

Despite some reason for gratification in past accomplishments, the
people of this State have no reason to be proud of what still remains
to be done to put forestry on a. satisfactory footing. 'Nhat is still
needed falls logically into a group of major forest problems.. Somo
of these problems have to do with the productive use of land as infliiuø '..
Others center in timbor, wntorshod
encod by ownorship arid management.
Another
influences, and other chief products and services of the land.
doal with the knowledge which must be available for the solution of
the problems. Our objjeotivo is to present onough of this basic kuo'
lodge to give those who come in contact with this material a sufficient
insight into forestry conditions to approach more intelligently the
problems which Will increasingly confront them as the years go on.
A.

Preservation of Watershed

1.

West of the Cascades.

Values

(Water and Soil Conservation

The region west of the Cascade Range of Oregon arid Washington is one
of hsa'y precipitation, deep snows at the higher elevations arid steep
Over
arid rugged topography, all conducive to heavy and rapid run'off.
moat of the drainages the forest growth is dense, as a result of heavy
preoipitation, fertile soils, and a long growing season. A hoavy
undergrowth, principally of brush and forts, combines With the tree
growth and thick litter to form a protective cover for the slopes
which is unusually effective in conserving moisture and preventing
erosion,

The forest reches elevations of 4,500 to 6OOO foot in the northern
At the upper elova
Cascades arid 7,000 foot or more in the southern,
Above
the forest are
tions, the forest is oftori difficult of access.
rugged mountain ridges and numerous peaks, several with glacial fields.
Of the total area of 49,450 square miles in the Pacific Cascade drain'
ages, 41,386 square miles (about 26,487,000 acres) is forested land or
potential forest land now bearing a brush cover. Of this area approZ'.
imatoly 15,564,000 acres, principally the steep slopes of the Cascade
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Mountaine, has been classified as having a major atershed..protoct
influenoe, 9,509,000 acres largely boidering on the Pacific coast,
as having a moderate inf].uonoo, end 1,414,000 acres, ohiefly on
islands in Puget Sound, as having only slight to no influence.

Beøuse of the extremely heavy precipitation, averaging from 50 to
75 inches and in some places totaling as much as 200 to 300 inches
a year, the heavy snowfall which at the higher elevations totals
30 to 50 feet, and the occurrence in winter of Chinook winds a000m
panied by warm rains, floods are inovitable. Stream channels have,
in the main, adapted themo1ves to take care of large amounts of
water, Occasionally, however, flood do considerable damage to high
value land and improvemonte
A comparatively large population draws upon the water supplies of
these drainages for municipal use. Seattle, Tacoma, Porbland, and
praotioally all of the smaller towns and cities obtain their water
from forested watersheds, Most of these municipal watersheds are
within national forests and have been sot aside as special reserves
on which other uses are restricted or entirely eliminated, The
larger cities have developed water storage for dry periods, The ptu'e,
clear water from the heavily forested slopes is ideal for both indus.'
trial use, and for long life of storage reservoirs.
Without forest cover or other protective vegetative growth the soil
over the greater portion of these drainages would erode easilyj whore
there
a heavy forest cover however, indications of erosion are
practically lacking. Logging operations cover some 200,000 acres in
these drainages each year, but because of the heaviness of the timber
growtli the individual logging areas are for the present relatively
small, The destructive logging methods used in the Douglas Fir typo,
including the burning of slash following cutting, expose the soil to
eheet and gully erosion.
But rank herbaceous vegetation end a brush
cover of sprouts quickly roolotho the soil surface and check whatever
erosion has started,
It is but a few years until the rapidly growing
timber reproduction which comes in thickly in the exposed mineral soil
following the slash burn ovortops the low-growing vegetation and true
forest conditions are restored.
If repeated fires take place, however,
the timber cover is destroyed and forested areas are transformed into
brush fields, which according to Forest Service observers are loss
capable of retarding snow melt and of regulating stream flow from the
heavy precipitation.

is

On the upper slopes of the Cascade Range, particularly in the northern
part, avalanches occur commonly. Occasionally they have been exceed..
ingly destructive of
and property. Many of them start above timber
line, on stoop slopes at the heads of canyons, and follow a definite
course down the canyons0 Such avalanches, kcrwn as "canyon lides,'
occurring almost yearly, keep a "slideway" thoroughly stripped of
sizeable tree growth. Thi type of slide must be considered the inev..
itable consequence of very heavy snowfall on steep, nouforested slopes,
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Another type of avalanche known as "slope slide0 is characteristic
of hil1jdøs that were once forested but have been devastated by
fires or logging.
On such hillsides great areas of wet snow se
times start to slido, as snow does on a stoop roof, oarrying with
them al). in the path, $lidos of this type do not occur until tho
forest has been burned or cut, because the trees pin the snow blanket
to the ground, so to speak, as nails hold the shingles to a roof,
Keeping the steep slopes well forested will forestall the damage w*iioh
such avalanches do to all in their path and to the valleys below.
In a region of such steep slopes, high precipitation, and deep snow a
that west of the Cascades, a high dense forest cover, such as that
formed by the existing coniferous stands, is essential to retard runeoff, hold the soil in place, and prevent avalanches. The high timber
values per acre of the virgin forest have resulted in large private
holdings. Private lands are rapidly being out over, and after cutting
are largely devastated by fire.
There is considerable doubt, there..*
fore, whether the watershed requirements of those drainages as a whole
will be adequately safeguarded if conditions continue as thoy are or
become worse, as they can easily do.
Public agencies should acquire about 5,000,000 acres of the private
land on steep slopes, according to the Copoland Report. Approximately
100,000 acres of devastated forest lands should be replanted. Jnd
above all, more research is needed to determine how the forest cover
of the Pacific Cascade slope can be made most effective in watershed
protection.
2,

Columbia River Basin

The Columbia River Basin (which as hore considered includes only lands
esst of the Cascade Divide) is a region of valuable forest growth,
heavy snows, rapid spring run..off, large and valuable irrigation dovol..
opinents, extensive power possibilities, large demands for domestic water
supplies, and large areas of easily erosible soils.
On areas of low precipitation throughout the basin, at the lower fringe
of the timber, the main tree cover is scattered ponderosa pine or
juniper, The trees ordinarily do not form a closed canopy. Litter
scant, Here preoipitation usually averages about 15 to 25 inches a
year, with a dry sunmer period. Run..off from these forests is not
particularly large or rapid except on occasional instances when snows
melt rapidly or sem4orrontial rains fall. In the so open forest stands
tho principal erosioncontrol influonce is the undergrowth of herbs
and shrubs, On large areas the perennial horbacoous vegetation has
boon seriously depleted. Studies by thc Forest Service have shown
that in the main thoso open timbor stands, under satisfactory monago
mont and With a good undorstory of horbaceous plants, arc,highly
offoetivo in controlling abnormal erosion that would otherwi8e become
serious,
But in the volcanic pumice soils, especially in parts of
eastern Washington, absorption of rain and melting snow is normally
so rapid, and the danger of abnormal erosion so slight, that where
t-hese forests occur on such soils their watershed influence is slight.

At intermediate elevations the fore8t is more dense, made up chiefly
of ponderoa pine, often with an .ntermixturo of larch and fir, The
western white..pine typo occurs as an unusually donøe forest with a
heavy litter on the better soils, especially in northeastern Vihington.
In these types precipitation is somewhat higher than in the lower fringe
types.
It ranges from as low as 20 inches in the pondorosa pine type
at the lower elevations to 60 inohes or more at higher elevationø,
Surrrrriers are normally dry; much of the precipitation comes in the form
of snow, which accumulates to depths of S or 10 feet or more. The

melting of

this snow causes a high spring rune-off and sustains reaon.
Jn adequate
ably well a low swmner s1ream flow from underground seepage.
forest litter preva.t wn3h together with the Lmber and undorstol9
vegetation ordinarar onro1 erosion and regulates stream flow rather
effectively at the present time.
Irrigation

How to obtain adequate water for irrigation on the Columl4e. River
drainage without excessive cost for storage is a great problem, which
becomes more intense when rainfall is subnormal for several years, as
has recently boon the case on much of the aroae The large quantity
and high values of the irrigated land, as well as the high average
annual returns from the land; make irrigation agriculture a dominant
industry. According to the i930 figures of rho Regional Plaining
Commission irrigated laud in the basin totals 3 560,000 acres and
represents an investment in lands, buildings irrigation enterprises,
and implements of several hundred million dollars, Today, about
4700,00O acres are under irrigation, according to recent figures.

Many large irrigation projects are found in the bain, including the
Twin Falls and Boise projects of Idaho and such applo'-produoing areas
as the Yakima and Wonatchee of Washington and thA Hood River of Oregon.
Of outstanding importance is the projected Colurnb.a Basin project of
Many
Washington, which involves irrigation of some 1.20000O &'ros.
other areas are capable of irrigation development; In southern Idaho,
for example, there is more than 2,200,000 acres of irrigable land,
Water power, also, is of great importance in the Columbia River Basin,
of which every citizen of Washington is well aware, Our watersheds
play an important part in preserving that power, which wl ultimately
develop several million horsepower, The domestic water supplies of
numerous cities and towns, also, originate chiefly on foretod water'.
sheds of the basin. Therefore, the influence of forest cover in regu'.
lating stream flow in the Columbia River Basin cannot be too greatly
emphasized,
Of equal importance with effective regulations of stream flow is
control of erosion, A large part of the foTe3td. area of the Columbia
River Basin is made up of coarse, readily orosiblo graiit.to soil,
This soil i &o .00bO that whore plant cover i cearco or absent it
is readily swopt off in shoot erosion. Rapid iun-off then forms

gullies from a few inches to several foot deep. Loose soil on the
cages of the gullies goon crumbles, and within a year or two after
being formed many of the smaller gullies have so smoothed over as
to be almost unnoticeable. Such abnormal erosion is taking plaee
over extensive areas.
Some rather large areas of private forest within the Coliibia River
Basin have been heavily out and burned, and this has caused nuiterø1
thinning of the timber stand and some erosionj the principal cause
of erosion, however, has been the decline of the herbaceous under..
growth of the forest, largely from overgrazing but in part from fires*
Bunch grasses, which in good stands effectively control erosion and
build soil, have over large areas, been almost replaced by dovny
brome and other inferior annuals or perennials. This replacement is
especially marked on the several million acres of forest land in the
public domain. Forage production on the forested public..domain areas
and on intermingled private land has been found by Forest Service
observers to have been reduced in many instances by from 50 to 80
Such conditions are adversely affecting the livestock indus.
per cent,
try as well as the watershedproteotion values of the forest.
Fl 00 d S

VJhero only scant cover is present on the watersheds to interrupt run..
off, the combination of somitorrential rains, rapid snow melt, and
ready formation ef gullies causes local floods on many of the smaller
These local floods sometimes do considerable damage,
tributaries.
destroying improvements and depositing mudrock flows at the mouths
of the drainages, sometimes destroying good agricultural land,

High water can be expected practically every spring in nearly all
important tributaries of the Columbia River as a result of the meltThis high
ing of the large accumulations of snow in the mountains.
assumes
the
proportions
of
destruc.
water in the main streams seldom
tive floods, although usually it causes minor damage along the stream
It does, however, move a considerable quantity of silt which
courses.
has collected in small tributaries dowa to the main river channels
By 1930, 15 years after the construction of the Arrowrook Dam of the
Boise, Idaho, project, silting was estimated to have reduced the storage
capacity of the reservoir by 7,000 to 8,000 acre feet,. This amount of
storage space ropresents more than l00,000 of the original cost of the
dam. Officials of the water-userst organization estimated that by 19S0
the sand deposit at the power dam had reduced its capacity by 25 per eent,
and considerable silting of canals and other irrigation works had caused
additional expense.
Another reason for preventing silting of the Columbia River is the use
of the river for navigation. The value of shipping and of rafts of
logs and piling moved on the Columbia River annually from 1926 to 1930
Only the proper protection of the
amounted to about 3383,000,000,
watersheds can prevent the ultimate excessive silting of our streams.
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On the whole, however, the Columbia and its niain tributaie8
bad silt streams.
3.

ai'O no
Their silt problem comes from the minor tributarie8

Requirements for Watorshed Protection

While this section of the country has as yet not suffered tho major
cataairophio of floods and soil erosion that have viitod the easteim
and midmwestern States, the continued depletion of the forest cover ot
our watersheds will eventually bring about the same serious results
that are now being experienced in the Ohio and Tennessee River Valleys
unless the proper precautions are taken in the near future,
Some of these precautions and requirements follows
Prevention of forest fires, since forest fires greatly change the
capacity of the soil suraao to retain moisture.
Prompt reforestation

of lands

that are logged over and burned eve

This is now much more widely feasible as
trucks and tractors which makes poe.'
sible elootive logging where it was not possible before; and that is
benoficial both in the prevention of oi1 erosion and in the regulating
of streams,
Change in logging methods,

a result of now developments in

The preservation of vood
owth along stream banks so that in the course
of logging the banks wi 1 not be exposed to strQam cutting.
Regulating grazing - recognizing that overgrazing gives a soil surface
that is not conducive to absorption of rain and melting snows.
Prosor cultivation of land in a:ricultura]. use -- the avoidanoc of
cu
iva ion of $ opes that are too s cop,
o use of soil cover crops
on steep slopes, contour ploving, and strip cropping.

Practically all the forest area on the public domain could justifiably
bo added immediately to the national forests for the purpose of waters.
shod protection, Grazing regulation on this area would pormanont.y
benefit the livestock industry, as well as assuring more adequate pro.'
tootion to watershed values, A more efficient fire control would
result.
In addition, timber cutting would bo regulated moro strictly.
Since few counties can afford adequate forost fire protection, it seems
logical that the Stato or the Federal Govorrnriont should acquire a ccxi"
sidorable part of the private lands that are reverting to public owaor.'.
ship for nonpa,mont of taxes, in order that the watershed and othor
values of thoso lands may be adequately safeguarded. Avai].ablo dato.
point to the need for ublic acquisition of about 12,400 000 acros of
forest watershed an.s in tho Columbia Basin,
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According to the Thiited States Forest Service, on bad3.y depicted
es
efforts shoi1d be made to rostoe a cover that would be more protito.b1e
and that would protect the soil and wntor flow more offeotively, The
area on which forest planting will be necessary for wutershed protection
is roughly 180,000 aore8, Many of the burns in the western white pine
region of northeastern Washington, for example, should be planted in
trees, About 200,000 acres of openings in the forest where the vetzis
tion is depleted, but whore moisture conditions are favorable, should
be rosoeded to horbaceoua erosion control plants, If practical methods
for art:ificial reseeding of the drier low.elevatjon forest ranges to
forag.. plant8 can be developed, many of the aroas now supporting a thin
cover of annual plants should be restored to a perennial typo of vegetttcn
more typical of what they formerly produced,

Finally, then,conservation methods as applied to our watersheds; help
save the soil for productive use, help eliminate what would otherwise
be recurring minor floods, help to reduce the volume and velocity of
surface run-off that oontributes to nvjor onos, help reduce sedimentation
of reServoirs, and help preserve wator for irrigation and power,
13.

Manaoment of Grazing

The forage produced by herbctoeous and shrubby plants under the trees
and in openings in the foreat is one of the major resources of forest
lend. More than half the forest land of the country is grazed by
domes-b.c livestock.
Feed furnished, for periods of three months in
the higher mountains or the full year on some 10 elevation forest
ranges, emounts to about 3.2 per cent of all pasturage of the United
Statea. Grazing furnishes a current return to many timberland owners,
fire protection, and helps to make forests accessible with
roads and trails,

at aids in

The ectensjve forest lands of the West, largely occupying the mountain
areas, furnish a considerable percentage of the summer feed for the
beef cattle and sheep of the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast tate.
The nutritious forage, cool climate, and shade of forest lends, all
Qomblne to facilitate growth of oalves, lambs, and wool.

Within or near almost every western foroat.range area there are agz'i
cultural communit.os whoae prosperity s mainly dependent upon the
production of livestock. Many of the farms within these communities
are small and far from markets. Without the aid of complementary forest
land range, however, most of such farns could not long exist, These
forest ranges, with their ability to produce high quality beef and
mutton at a nominal cost for forage, .re indispenaible in offsetting
the more expen1ve production and feeding of cultivated crops. More
than 4- million acres of improved fara land and 22 million acres of
rivato or leased grazing land, for example, aro used an connection
with the 83 million acres of nationa1foret land now grazed. Without
forest ranges a large proportion of ssooiated farm lands and the
conimunity life dependent upon them would never have been developed so
satisfactorily,
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Washington, hovivor, 18

ntt at present affected by gzazing conditions
to the same extent that some of the other western States are; no'zbLys..
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming arid Oregon, where the forest range has played
a more important part in their eoonomjo deve].opmont. While in the
Douglaa fir region of western Washington a heavy undergrowth,. chiefly
of ferns and of salal and other brush apooios, occurs in spite of the

dense stand of timber, its low farago value ronders those areas pras.
tloally worthiose for grazing, however, after destructive fiz'es u

luxuriant growth of moderately palatable horbaceous and browao plantp
ordinarily prevails for some years until forest reproduction again
shades it out. Good food is also produced for a number o± years on
out over areas of those forest types that have boon reseoded to forego
plants,

The condition, however, in the ponderosa pine bolt east of the Cascades
is considerably different. This forest type furnishes good food prac.

taoally wherever It occurs, Ponderosa pine arid its associated tz'
species usually grow in stands sufficiently open to allow the dsvelop
merit of a great variety of herbs and shrubs,
So in the eastern pazb
of the State we find certain localities whore grazing of forested areas
has become of major economic importance, including grazing for wild
life,
In this region we have the same need for development and ctpplica
tion of forage marrngement as we have in the other western 8tato,
This can be

a000mplihed

through rehabilitation of the valuable subor.

dinato forest vegetation and stabilation of range use, and the effeo'
tive coordination of grazing with the watershed protection, timber
production, recreation, and wi14'life service of forest lQnda,

Retoratjori of depleted forest ranges would ultimately riot only benefit
the liveetoak owaers, but contribute to more satiefaotory watershed
protection, aid in protection of timber reproduction from grazing
dnnago, arid make available moro abundant food for wild life,

C.

WILD LIFE CONSERVATION

The social and economic values contained in wild life aro of far
reaching importance in the multiple..use management of forested area,
Forest 1and in one form or another furnish the environmental oondi
tions in whole or in part for all olasoa of gario, fur bearers, and

other wild life except that which prefers open country arid unwooded
marsh land, Direct 000nomjo values attributable to game include
thoso of food and fur, arid income from sale of hunting and fishing

lioone, Indirect valos include the markot

afforded by hunting
and fishing to nmnufaoturors of arms, aimnunition, fishing tackle,
clothing and other outdoor equipment; oxpondituros of sportsmen for
board, transportation, guide sorvioo, and sundry supplies; annual
expenditures of sportsmen and clubs for hunting and fishing privileges
in private lands; and benefit of wild life, chiefly birds, as destroyers
of insects praying on agricultural crops. Those various valucs
total
well over ono billion dollars por annum,

of the United

according to W. L. MoAtce,

States Biological Survey, wi-to has made an extonaive

study of the subject,
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Social values of forest game life are far-reaching.

Game and fish
leisure for the
tvorage man through shorter hours and less days of work will add
tremeudously to those who seek the "out..of-door&' form of recreation.
Hunting and fishing will attract large numbers of those folk. Wild
life in general affords enjoyment, the opporiunity for building health
and character, and for increasing scientific knowledge.

crc ololy associated with recreation.

Additional

Wild..life management, as a phase of general multiple-use forest.4nd
management, and especially with respect to game birds arid animals,
contemplates proper stocking of 1orest areas with game; removal of the
surplus of either sex under proper procedure; the furnishing of
able food and cover requirements for wild life, the regulation of protection frøm natural enemies and other injurious factors; fundamental
research and fact finding; publio education; and other measures that
may be necessary to he welfare of
ld life in a proper coordination
with other products, uses, and services of forest lands, It oontom...
plates the removal of the crop of game and fur bearers in accordance
with the principle of sustained yield, which involves continuous
production for human benefit, and yi.olds the greatest economic and
social return. Management requires cropping and utilization under
plans providing for perpetuation and development of breeding stock.

suit

Washingtonts Conservation Polioies
Probably no State in the Union is a greater potential haven for
varieg
ted wild life than Washington. Rightly naine4 the Evergreen State,
Washington is known nationally as a game paradise and a land of scenic
wonders. The preservation of this heritage is of grave importance to
the people of the State, both economically and socially. Fortunately,
the majority of the people have become 'game conscious," as is witnessed
by the interest taken in proper wild-life conservation and the general
support and cooperation given an efficient State Game Commission.
people of Washington first gave evidence of their determination to
conserve the wild life of this region by initiating a law in 1932 plaoing the control and management of game under a State Commission. Under
the old system three commissioners for each county c.ôministered the
wild-life affairs of their county, making a total of 117 commissioners
operating in the 39 counties, which necessarily resulted in conflict..
ing policies and utter lok of cooperation with the Forest Service and
Biological Survey. With the County boundaries eliminated, real progress
has been made within the past few years.
The

Ono of the most commendable activities of the present game ooimnission
is the effort made along the lines of rcsoarch. State research activity
in all fields of game, propagation,disease, feed and habits, is stead..
iiy going on, Scientific game surveys are now being successfully carried
on dealing with pertinent problems in the care and propagation of fish
and game. A preliminary survey of Washington big game, which is prepar

atory to a state.wide study of elk and deer, is being conducted under
the supervision of Dr. R, L. Webster, Professor of Zoology, Washington
State College. The State College is also making a study of wild bird
diseases, The State University's School of Fisheries is also cooper
ating with the Commission in studies dealing with fish culture, fish
food and fish diseases.

A sample survey questionnaire ued in survey work would seek solution
of these timely points
(1) location and condition of all big game
winter, spring, and fall feeding ranges -- and their food habits, (2)
aggregate number of deer and elk and th sex ratio, (3) 'where to
logically situate the big gamopreacrvo,(4) facts pertaining tO
reproduction of fawns and calves, (5) migratory habitS, (6) prevalenoo of predatory animals, (7) mortality, i.e. disease, poaching,
predatory and winter feed losses, (8) utilization of range in relation
to domestic livestock, (9) breeding habits, (10) relation to othe
animals, (Il) where big game is shot,
Game Preservation and Grazing
In June, 1934, Congress passed what is known as the Taylor Act, provid
ing for the leasing of the public domain for grazing purposes and for
the creation of grazing districts. This Act opened the final
165,000,000 acres of public domain to grazing interests and thereby
created considerable friction between the gamemindod public and the
stookmon.

Game authorities in the State according to the Game Commission's report,
have for some time studied the grazing conditions in Washington's
National Forest lands and have pointed out to Forest Service officials
the vanishing numbers of big game due to inroads of armies of cattle
and sheep to primitive regions, Sportsmen organizations throughout
the State have also considered the problem of depleted big game feeding
areas and are generally in favor of measures which will provide for a
correlation of grazing interests pledged to wild life conservation.
They point to the watershed destruction of other States with its
complementary destruction of wild-life habitata, and do not wish the
same catastrophe to visit this region.
"Looking at the grazing problem in a broad light," states the Game
Commission, "the current obstacles facing conservationists is wrought
with difficulties. Millions of acres of public land is rented to
stockmen by the Goverrment at a price so low that it shapes up as a
goverxnnent subsidy. How some of these herds are ruining the watersheds
in the eleven westernStates -- the last frontier of American game -is known too well. Passage of the Taylor Grazing Act virtually signed
the death warrant for our elk and deer in grazing regions of the State,
Viewing the grazing situation, the Commission gives full consideration
to the investments and interests dependent upon the forest area
resources and is not basing its opinion solely upon the increased
influx of' cattle arid sheep, Al). forest natural products were given
equal study in the relationship to game.
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"The Commission takes the stand that a elear'er and coordinated under*.
standing between Government, State Department of Gene, livostock and
sportsmen interests is essential to a sattsfaotory disposition of the
grazing problem,
Summarized, thero is room in the West and the State
of Washington for both livestock and gene, but there must be a correlation of usage before any constructive program of conservation can
be deyeloped," However, the regional office of the U. S. Forest
Service offers strong objections to the stand taken by the Washington
Gane Conunission,
They point out that the unreserved Public Domain
of 160 million acres has been grazed by domestic stock for many decades,
and that the Taylor Grazing Act was the first attempt to regulate and
control such grazing.

They also point out by Forest Service statistics that big game animtl8
have been increasing in the national forests for twenty years or more,
and domestic stock grazed on the nai4onal forests has been decreased.
It is the winter range, they state, outside the national forests which
constitutes the critical problem for deer and elk.
The facts seem to be on the side of the forestry service.
D.

DE11ELOPNT OF RECREATIONAL USE

Recreation and Conservation of Wild Life are so closely interrelated
that the one acts as a foundation for the other.
!Vhi1e hunting and
fishing are undoubtedly our most popular forms of recreation, the
forests a10 furnish other forms which are of considerable importance.
* The aesthetic and recreational resources of the Pacific Northwest
are generally conceded tobe outstanding in character, variety and
extent. Here, especial1y the conservation of such resources is bound
up inextricably with the more material developments of navigation,
irrigation, power, industry, transportation, cities and towns. On the
one hand, the recreational resources are adjuncts of value, working
with land and industrial projects to enhance the productiveness and
fullness of life in the region. They also contribute directly and
substantially to income, On the other hand, without unremitting effort
in conservation, other projects and developments will bring about
serious losses in scenic and reoreationalvaluca. In the present stage
0± American social philosophy and economy, there is no valid reason
why recreational conservation and development should not proceed concurrently and in harmony with the more material development,
Recreational resources and facilities are so broad in scope and so
varied in nature that some definitions will be helpful in understanding
the problem and it relationships to general regional development1
The following definitions and classifications are condensed from a
study of the Division of Land Planning and Housing of the Tennessee
Valley Authority:

* Columbia Basin Report, Pacific Northwest Regional Planning Commission
-- Appendix T.

Recreation is construotive relaxation. It is the reanimation of the
body, mind and spirit after toil; the turning from aomthing one mu
do to something one wants to do..,
It has two phases. the form or

act, and the

means, The first involves group organization on social
planning; the second, land planning... which is concerned with pro-.
viding areas for outdoor recreation.
The following table will give
the reader an idea of what is involved in a recreation program
I.

REGIONAL AREAS.
A.

Tracts of essentially rural or primitive clmraotezL,

Outing areas.
activities.

Publie recreation areas, usually for group

Intensive used areas
Developed scenic areas
Conservation areas,

(primary purpose is conservation)

Wilderness areas (or primitive areas)
Containing no permanent inhabitants, and possessing
means of mechanical conveyance or other perceptible
evidence of civilization.
Monuments.

IL.

(a)
(b)
(o)

Historical
Natural Science
Arolmelogloal

TRA'VELWAYS

A.

Motorways.

Parkwa.

Elongated park with raod; traffic restricted
pleasure vehicles; control of access.
Freeway.

Unrestricted traffic; physical control of access.

Highway. Road of more than local significance; unrestricted
traffic and access,
Byway. Road of local significance; unrestricted traffic
and access.
13.

Traalways.

A system of independent recreational trails.

Waterways.

For reoreational water travel.

Airways.

Waysides.

Stopping places.
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Observation points,
ionio grounds.
Overnight camps,
Scenic spots.
Natural Resources

The States of the Paofio Northwest possess magnificent natural
playgrounde, The national forests alono cover an area of about
48 Nillion acres, or approz.inatoly 19 per cent of the four States0
The total of all forested lands, public and private, is about 93
million acres, or 28 per cent of the entire area, The various
ntiona1 parks and monuments include some 4 million acres more.
1lithin those forests and parks lie m'.ny great snovbscapped mountains

with all their inspiring beauty of glaciers, lces end rushing
riouiitain streams, alpine meadows with brilliant suirner flowers, and
forests which wage their eternal struggle all along the timberline.
At many points in the Cascade range may be counted a score or more
of lakes, each set in some volcanic pocket.
The most notable of
these is Crater Lake, the conter of Crater Lake National Park, in
southern Oregon, with its many hues or color and its 'Phantom Ship"
iocka which, protruding from the depths of the water, tell tho story
of its geologic birth, There are other lakes of considervblo size
having more peaceful beauty, Lake Cholon in Washington gives all the
apporanoo of a quiet corner of Switorland. Glacier National Park
in Montana exhibits all the grandeur of tho Rockio with some tonea
of Indian lore still preserved.
It would bo difficult to find Nature
in moro varied moods than are present in the contrasting beauties
which are here to delight the souls of nature lovers. A fertile
landscape backed by some anowolad. volcanic cone is a picture which
belongs to the region just as truly
the picture of Mt. Fuiyaxna
belongs to Japan. On the other hand one may see volcanic action
literally cast in a mould of lava in the "Craters of the Moon" of
Idaho,

Of the four States, Washington seems to have been the most active
of late in acquiring lands for parka, forests and. monuments. One
of these which is of special interest is the Gingko State Park,
containing some romarkable fossil remains which are of paloontological
interest. Beacon Rook in the Columbia Gorge, a very striki.ug mono'ith
rising several hundred foot above the river1 ha boon set apart as one
of the State monuments. Near the alto of Grand Couloo den is Dry Falls
Park which marks an ancient ohanncl of the Columbia River. The
Washington park board and State Forest Doparuout have providod many
other parks, forests, public beaches, and camping grounds along the
highways.
There is only one criticism. The State has been more or less niggardly
in providing the moner for administration and for the acquisition of
additional park areas, ad while we have rather numerous State Pc'rka,
they are not coordinated into a we1l.smanged system. So it can hrdly
be said that we have a real State Park System.
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ihile the region is well provided with highways, comparatively little
attention, except in one or two cases, so far has boon given offieially to ro.cIaade berutification,
Some splendid arteries have been
built leading to the larger cities of Seattle, Tacoma, and Portland,
yet only sufficient right-of.-way has been purohctsed for the roadway
itself.. No "freeways" have yet been planned.

Wh4fl

a law passed at the 1935 session of the legislature,
permitting the creation of county and city pla3ming oonmissionS,
gives the power to municipalities to "regulate end restrict. .
the density of population; the setback of buildings along highways,
parks or public water frontage; and the subdivision and development
of land," Vhi10 citio previously had the power to zone,
first time that counties in the Pacific Northwest have the right.
This authority, wisely and disoriminttely used, may be far-reaching
in advancing roadside beautification, and in setting aside desirable
areas for recreational purposes for the people of the county.
j

thia is the

Already stream pollution, both from city sewage and industrial wastes,
is present, It has had the offoôt of decreasing runs of commercial
and game fish, and vary definitely destroying tao Valuo of some bodies
The diversion of water for irriga..'
of water for recreational purposes.
tion and power purposes presents possibilities of further damage.
The whole program is so involved with other public activities that,
to be coordinated properly, all must be studied.
* Problems of Forest Recreation
Anybody who visits the popular outing oenters near the large American
cities on public holidays cannot fail to be impressed by the immense
number of people in search of forest recreation. Almost every pos..
siblo open spot along the highways will be filled with pickniokers
and campers cooking their meals, pitching tents, playing games,
swangl.ng from trees, and noisily g3.ving vent to pent-up child-like
impulses which are rigidly curbed under city regimentation. Such
heavy use does more than kill the possibility of enjoying one of the
chief recreational values of the forest, its privacy and quiet. It
threatens to destroy the forest itself,
This damage to the forest comes from several sources. Small trees
are out down for fuel and tent poles. Reproduction and underbrush
which gets in the way is removedft Trsea and the lesser vegetation
are killed by abrasion, camp fires and burning cigarettes start
forest fires, Gas and oil leaking from oars onto the forest floor
seriously injure all forms of plant life. Finally, the more oonstant
tramping on the forest floor kills the moisture-absorbing nitrogen..
providing ground cover, and packs down the soil so firmly that proper
aroation for the roots of the trees becomes impossible.

Forest for Recreation ..- Robert Ivlarshall Collaborator.
From Senate Document No, 12, A National Plan for American Forostry.

* Soo The

The problem of use without dostruction is in many respects oven more
critical in the casc of primeval areas such as wo have in Washington.
The only reason it is not in all respects more critical iS that fewer
people visit primeval areas (unless the areas are along main routes
of travel, as in the case of the California redwood grove). Pruneval
areas are the result of a very delicate balance of natural conditions.
As soon as they become overrun by hordes of people, the original
conditions are upset and the natural balance of the forest destroyed.
To prevent this it will generally be necessary to prohibit camping,
most destructive of the reoreabjonal uses of the forest, in all
primeval areas except a few of the more extensive. INhere camping is
permitted it will have to be confined to specially prepared camp
grounds.
Trails will have to be constructed through the areas so
that the great bulk of people, a.nsteed of tramping promiscuously
over everything, will limit their wanderings to the pathways.

The growing population and everinoreasing influx of tourists into
this State is annually making greater inroods into the primeval
areas for recreation purposes. This resulting increased use enlarges
the task of protection and administration. This calls for additional
supervisory personnel and development and maintenance of adequate
numbers of public campgrounds so equipped that they will draw and hold
the
Such campgrounds do away with hazards created by large
numbers of persons scattered promiscuously over extensive areas of
high fire risk and promote sanitation upon watersheds.

visitors.

Because of increased uses, National Forest campgrounds now require
Most of the
development of higher quality than in earlier years.
relatively crude improvements installed years ago must be replaced
The growing use
to maintain the effectiveness of the campgrounds.
The Forest
of automobile trailers has necessitated modification.
Service is now engaged in building new, and improving old, oampThis is especially true
sites in many of our recreational areas.
of the mountain passes through the Cascades.
The demand is increasing for privileges of occupancy of National
Forest lands by outdoor resorts, summer camps, and summer homes,
The greater permanency of and larger investments in improvements
call for careful planning to prevent conflicts with public use of
important recreation areas or with the proper utilization of other
The same need exists for careful planning of roe.ds and
resources.
industrial operations. To assure that current action does not destroy
or impair national values of growing importance, tho Forest Servico
hos employed technicians in landcapo planning and roroational
development and management.
In conclusion, let me summarize the problems and needs:
Recreational resources are recognized as one of our greatest
heritages and must be presented.
1.
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The enormous increase in recreational visitors during the last
ten yeats is evidence of the fact that people realize the value and
inspiration of the unregimented type of recreation.
2,

By proper planning, all recreational needs and desires can be
fully realized. People can come year after year without destroying
the va1u of the recreational resources.
By common-sense methods, recreational development can be planned
and ha±idled with little interference to other uses.
Local, State, and regional planning agencies have contributed
much in planning recreational developments and should continue to
render assistance in planning and coordinating recreational and other
uses of our natural resources, thereby making this section, in truth,
the "E-ergreen Playground."
E.

PROTECTION AGAINST FThE

1. *fl

INSECTS AND DISEASE

Fire Problem

The timbered lands in the Columbia Basin area constitute an extremely
high fire hazard. Being located in a climatic zone subject to long
periods of dry weather, forest fires once started may destroy extensive
Included in the timbered areas requiring protection are large
stands,
acreages of cutover land upon which reproduction must be preserved,
These lands constitute an
if the timber yield is to be sustained,
The
past
fire
history
in the Columbia Basin
abnormally high hazard.
reveals several instances where burns covering 300,000 acres or- more
comletoly killed the entire timber stand. Fires in all types of
forest seriously impair soil fertility and unfavorably alter stream
flow. Heavy burns are followed by destructive erosion which causes
serious damage to irrigation and power development by heavy silting
of streams, reservoirs and rivers.

In the final analysis, fire control not only afeots the residents
of the immediate vicinity of the forests who may be employed or
occupied directly in woods work, but it also has a far-reaching
effect on the welfare of those living along the lower drainages of
rivers having their sources in forested areas, Forest fire protection must therefore be regarded as a necessity.
The steady downward trend of the curve showing acreage burned is the
most graphieproof of continuous progress in protection of the
national forests from fire. This has occurred in the face of a
marked and long-continued deficiency in precipitation in the regions
of greatest fire risk; a tremendous increase in human use of the
forests; recurring outbreaks of incendiarism, aggravated by unemploy.
ment; and the growing hazard due to the steady increase in the acreage

* Appendix ftW? -- Report on Columbia Basin, by Pacific Northwest
Regional Planning Commission.
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of the hard*to-protoot cuta'over lands immediately adjacent to the
national forests and on some of the private lands within
bound*
aries.
In the Dou1as fir roion of Washjnton and 0reon the area
of cut...vor ands burnod is rou
y 30 t uQ5 t a of t e area 0
eon
timber eurne.,
theilt

Approximately one*third of the fires occurring on timbered lands at
high elevations are started by lightning. The balance, all Tnan..caused,
are caused by smokers, campers, logging and lumbering operations,
debris burning, and other miscellaneous sources, the far greater per..
centage of the fires occurring on privately owned lands,
The records of fire losses show approximately the following per cent
of protected areas burned over arnually in Oregon end Washington:
Per cent of Protected Areas Burned
Wa shin ton

1926-30 (no division by
federal & private;
1931-35
1932-36

Percent

Amival

Federal Land

Percent Private & State

1.4
.17
.15

.93
.63

Oro

1926-30 (no division by
federal & private)
1931-35
1932-36

0.65
.12
.09

160
1.67

It is estimated that loøses from forest fires should not exceed from
one-tenth to three-tenths of one-percent of the area protected if
sustained yield timber management is to be maintained. The former
figure is the objective of the Forest Service. Actual lossc at the
present time are excessive and must, if possible, be reduced, ospec..
lally on private lands.

The forested lands in the Columbia Basin areas include National Forest
National Parks, Indian reserratious and public domain. Large areas
are privately owned, with relatively small tracts in State or county
ownership. The National Forest and National Park holdings are given
well organized and fairly satisfactory forest fire protection. The
Indian lands are nearly as well organized but public domain lands
receive inadequate protection.
State and private lands are given
organized fire protection, but in almost every instance the protection
afforded is inadequate. Laws in all States require forest fire protection, but theac are partly nullified by the natural desire on the
part of private owners to keep down expenditures, Private agencies
often have insufficient funds for fire prevention and suppression
in the country as a whole, with consequent relatively heavy losses.
This is not true in Washington, however, especially on the West Coast.
In general, private owners are inólined to be concerned chiefly with
protection from Lire preceding the cutting and removing of the timber.

Washington again offers the exception by spending 75% on cutover
land.
In any program of development it is essential that adequate
forest fire protection include outi'.over land to protect reproduction
and to insure against loss of soil fertility, excessive erosion

and decrease in sustained yield capacity.
The estimated annual cost to secure adequate fire protection in
Washington forests will average about 12 cents per acre. In addition
to the above cost certain capital investments are necessary for oon.
struetion of permanent roads, trails, adequate detection system with
developed lookout points, and adequate telephone ox' radio connnuniea'.
tion facilities for reporting fires. These provide quick transpdrta.
tion of suppression forcos from established bases to the fires,
Headquarters buildings at base stations and adequate equipment are
also essential. The estimated cost of these improvements in the
Columbia Basin would run slightly over a dollar per acre. According
to Major Cowans, the cost per acre in Washington is lesS than the
Forest Service costs

Fffectivs forest fire control has many aspects which are highly
dependent upon proper technique, Continuous research has been an
important function of the Forest Service and ahould be carried on
in connection with any protective work uudertaken. This research
should include investigation of those factors which determine firo
danger, such as weather, inflaimnability of different fuels and tro
species in various localities and on various exposures and slopes,
fire behavior, and the effects of various fire doterrents,*
Protection Against

2.

Insects

The devastating inroads of certain forest insects present a protection
problem second only to that of fire. Periodically outbreaks of defo1..
iating insects or of bark beetles sweep through these forests and
cause heavy losses of timber, which in some oases amounts to almost
complete destruction of mature timber stands. Those insects not only
destroy valuable forest products, but increase fire hazards by chang.'
ing the character of the forest cover. This may ruin the chances of
maintaining sustained yield forest production in the severely affected
localities.
In this region the principal insect posts arc the following:

The western pine beetle..- active in the ponderosa pine stands
of ea$tern Oregon, Washington, end Idaho, During a recent three year
interval, 1931-33, it killed over three billion board feet of timber
in Oregon and Washington alone, or more than the pine timber cut in
those States during the same period.
(2,)

* See Appendix 'IN", Report on Columbia Basin by Pacific Northwest
Regional Planning Coxruuiasion.

The mountain pine beetle
partioularly destructive to lodge*ø
pole and white pine. Thousands of acres of logepole pine in the
high mountains of the Cascade and Northern Rocky Mountain ranges
already have been wiped out by this beetle.
The Douglas fir beetle
a bark beetle which from time to time
causes appreciable damage to stands in the upper Columbia Basin and
occasionally in the Douglas fir region.

The Douglas fir tussook moth - a defoliating insect which at
intervals kills the timber on large areas of the upper Columbia Basin.
From 1929 to 1931, approximately 300 million board feet of Douglas fir
were killed by this insect in northwestern Washington.
The pine butterfly -- a defoliating insect feeding on ponderosa
pine, and a potential threat to pine forests, forty years ago it
practically wiped out the mature ponderosa pine stand over siz toships of the Yakima Indian Reservation, More recent outbreaks have
occurred in Idaho and parts of eastern Washington.
The Hemlock looper - a very destructive insect, feeding on
hemlock and other coniferous fGlzage in the coast region of Oregon
and Washington. Approximately 165 million board foot were killed in
Pacific County, Washington, between 1929 and 1931.

Other forest insect pests, such as the spruce aphis, engraver beetles,
fir bark beetles, wood borers, add to the total forest damage caused
by insects.
Until recent years little or no attempt was made to check forest ins
outbreaks, which developed and ran their course without hindrance,
until finally brought under control through natural enemies or by the
exhautaou of suitable host material.
With the intensification of forest protection, has come a corresponding
effort to curb forest inot outbreaks, Bark beetle ep&demios have
been fought by felling the infested trees, peeling or burning the bark
or exposing it to the sun. tIThe results have been very successful
in breaking up aggressive outbreaks, but until the advent of the C.C,C,
program it has not been possible to apply these methods with sufficient frequency over the large areas requiring treatment. The dostrue
tion of pondorosa pine, western white pine, and lodgepole by various
species of bark beetles is at present the most serious forest insect
problem in the forests of the Columbia Basin. These bark beetle
epidemics frequently develop on large contiguous areas.

Since the success of control work is dopenent upon a prompt and
complete clean-up of the entire infested area rather than the treatment of portions of it, cooperation between those responsible for
Uhe protection of the private and federal timber is often necessary.
Such cooperative effort requires more public and private assistance
than has been available thus far.
The continuance of a. C,C.C.

program will be of help in this problem, but with the present prevalence of bark beetle outbreaks additional provisions for handling
the beetle problem on private and public timber are necessary if
he outbreaks are to be effectively handled in their inoipiency and
the destruction of large vlumcs of timber proontod."
Forest defoliators such as the hemlock looper, have boon fought by
dusting infested areas with arsenicala liberated from on airplane.
Such work has met with considerable success but the expense is

unusually high.

Generally speaking, a forest protection program from insects should
at least provide for:
Adequate research to develop and improve methods of forest inaee
control.
A system of insect detection to discover outbreaks of native
forest pests while still in the early epidemic stages.
Prompt control of outbreaks when they do oocur.*
3.

Protection from Disease

Forest stands are susceptible to diseases which affect their productive
capacity by reducing either the rate of growth or density of stocking.
Forest pathology is an indispensable adjunct of silviculturo. Eaoh
of the many valuable tree species in the Columbia Basin States is
subject to attack by one or more species of fungi.. Some are capable
of killing trees, others merely injure or destroy the wood, while
others retard growth.
Outstanding among the killing diseases in the Columbia Basin States
is white pine blister rust, which is doing serious damage to western
white pine stands of Idaho and northeastern Washington. The existence
of the lumber industry in that section, which is based primarily on
white pine, is dependent on successful control of blister rust through
eradication of the wild currant ribes and gooseberry plants which
form the alternate hosts for the disease.
BLISTER RUST
1iTith some 12,000 members of the Civilian Conservation Corps in twentytwo States at work on blister rust control; with more than 2,O0O,000
alloted for the work from the Public Works Fund; and with an annual
Federal appropriation of 375,000 available for cooperative control,
the drive to save, the white and sugar pine of the United States ±8
really going forw'rd. It is, therefore, appropriate in this discussion
to assemble certain fundamental facts relative to this vital forest
problem, especially as it applies to the State of Washington.

* Appendix "13", Report on Columbia Basin by Pacific Northwest
Regional
Pla1mxAg
Commis8aon '-- Prepared by Regions I, IV, and VI, U, S.
Forest service and affiliated Foreat Experiment Stations
- pp
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Precisely when the blister rust Was introduced into North Amerioa
from Europe appears to be a matter of some doubt. But according to
Mr. H. E. Swanson, government pathologist at Spokane, it was intro'ducod into the Northwest in 1910 through a shipment of 1,000 white
pine trees from France to British Columbia. From this one infeetion
the white and sugar pines suffered to as far as 125 miles south of
the Oregon-California line, The disease first made serious inroads
in this country in uorthern Idaho and Montana in 1920 and soon spread
within 19 miles of Yellowstone National Park.
The peculiar part of this rather peculiar infection is that it only
affects the species of five-needle pines.
Other trees are absolutely
immune from the infection, For instance, the ponderoso pines which
cover the eastern slopes of the Cascades are never infested by this
highly contagious disease,
Blister rust is a funguous disease of white pines and currant and
gooseberry plants.
It enters white pines through the needles and
grows into the bark, The diseased areas in the bark are called
cankers,
The canicers are usually spindle shaped with swollen bark
and a yellowish discoloration around their edges. About three years
after a tree is infected, orange'-yellow blisters break through the
diseased bark of mature canker. From those blisters millions of
spores are scattered -over long distances by the wind and infect the
leaves of currant and gooseberry plants.
These spores may remain
alive several weeks and are called spring spores to distinguish them
from the su1mner and fall spores that are produced on the leaves of
currants and gooseberries,
Following the production of blisters,
the broken bark dies, The fungus continues its growth in the live
bark and produces now blisters each spring. The disease cannot go
directly from one pine to another. From infected white pnos it
spreads only to currant and gooseberry 1eauos
The fungus is not noticeable on currant and gooseberry plants until
it has grown in the leaves for a period or two or three weeks. Then
small orange-yellow spots appear on the under surface of the infected
leaves, These spots contain the summer spores, which spread the
disease locally on currants and gooseberries. The summer spores may
survive several weeks and greatly increase the omount of disease on
these plants. From late June until the loaves drop, brownish hairlike growths of the fungus replaoo the spots in increasing abundance,

outgro'wths produce the fall spores, which infect white pines
withn a short radius of diseased currants and gooseberries. The fall
spore s are spread br the wind, but they are so delicate and consequently
short lived that their infecting range is limited to short distances.
This makes i-e possible to control the disease locally by dostroyin the
currants and gooseberries in the vicinity of white sines.
These
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The value of white arid sugar pine timber in the forests of the United
States is about *550,000,000. In addlt:i.on there are several million
acres of young growth which will become valuable timber in the future,
Foresters advise that the maintoncinco of these pines in our forests
is of great importance because of their rapid growth, excellent wood,
high yield, and adaptability to forest management. Fortunately, iii
the region two"thirds of the infected area is now under eóntrol.

Wherever white pines grow, from Maine to California, they constitute
the cream of the forest and are far more valuable than the associated
species, With such an essential and valuable resource at stake, affect- ing national, regional, and local economic welfare, it is important
that Federal, State, and private agencies cooperate in a united effort
to accomplish control of the white.'.pine blister rust,
The f list, and for a long time one of the principal, activities in
any program that can be laid down now with reference to forest diseases
is research. There are 180 native timber speeles in the country of
importance for production of wood, and still others that are of more
or less importance from the standpoint of aesthetica of watershed props
tection, in addition to ci few introduced species which demand attention.,
To distinguish the different diseases, determine their causes, eta.,
which attack even the 25 most important tree species would take not
less than half a century with the force of investigators as small as
that now actje iri the field of forest pathology, Superficial studies
roved ways in which a few diseases can be controlled or avoided, but
to get economically practical methods of cutting down the losses from
most diseases it is necessary to know the fundamental facts about them.

'But in spite of the best protective efforts, there as one natural
enemy against which the primeval forest oaxmot in the long run be protected, This enemy is senility. Sentimental conservationists talk
glibly about setting asid virgin timber tracts to be preserved in
all their natural glory forever, Newertheloss, relatively few forest
trees live beyond 400 years. 1Nhat is a beautiful virgin forest field
today may in 40 years be a very ragged stand in which most of the old
trees are dying and in which the understory will require a century
or more to attain the size and beauty of the forner forest. There
is good evidence that in the past groat aroasof vermaturo timber
wore wiped out by widespread insect epidemics, often followed by fire.
"JUSt recentLy the disastrous mountain pine beetle epidemic among
the lodgepole and ponderosa pine stands of the northern Rocky Mountains
has destroyed the ovormature timber on millions of acres, in spite
of strenuous efforts to control it, Such natural devastation is bound
to occur among trees that have passed their normal life span,
xpensive protective measures may delay it, but they can never make trees
immortal. The primeval forest, though it is a self-perpetuating unit,
is bound to go through cycles of deterioration and upbuilding,
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"Since deterioration is inevitable, and many years or even -several
centuries may elapse before the beauty of tho primeval is restored,
susta1ned-y.eld principles must be applied to primeval areas as well
as to lands which are being logged.
It is necessary, in other wordS,
to maintain in a primitive state a complete rotation of age classes,
so that when the over-mature forest deôays a mature stand will be
growing up to take its place and. a stand of reproduction will be
advancing toward maturity,
"To illustrate this principle specifically, let us suppose that it
is desired to set up a primeval rotation in the western white pins
type1 This type does not reach its finest development before 200
years, By 300 years the white pine elements of the stand begin to
disintegrate rapidly. Thus the 200-year-old primeval stands which
we set aside today at their most beautiful stage of development will
be considerably loss splendid in 2037. Consequently it is desirable
to reserve mature stands of about 100 years which today lack much of
the beauty of the older forests but in a century will have surpassed
them in aesthetic value. Similarly it is desirable to set aside stands
of present reproduction which will grow into the primeval forests of
the twenty-second century,

"In actual ractice the first necessity is to 'reserve the virgin areas
of the present.
This action cannot be postponed.
many of the
present overmatre forests are not se-b aside as primeval areas within
the next few years, they probably never will be set aside. The adquir.
ing of the mature and inmiature age classes can safely wait in most
cases, but sooner or later it will be desirable, in all except a few
uniformly uneven-aged types, to make provision for preserving the
important stages in the life cycle of the forest." (Robert Marshall
in "A National Plan for American Forestry.")
F.

WASTE IN TI

LOGGING AND $AILL INDUSTRY*

The logging of forests almost universally means that varying nmount
of material which, because of size or character, cannot profitably

ho used are loft in the woods as so-called waste.
The Douglas fir region of Oregon and Washington contains about onefourth of the country's remaining saw timber and it is here that
nearly one-third of the nation's lumber supply is produced. There is
probably more unutilizod wood left per acre in this regioai, excepting
possibly the redwood region, than in any other lumbering section, The
reasons for this condition are many.
Some of these are the character
of the forest and topography, the infestations of wood destroying fungi
and insects in standing a1id dowa timber, the results of forest fires
that have occurred in the past, and the action of wind and sleet storms,
most of which were due to natural cause and were largely uncontrollable.

* See "Logging Waste in the Douglas Fir Region," by Allen H. Hodgson,
Pac. N. W. Forest xporiment Station, U. S. Forest Service, Portland,
-

Oregon.

Others are the result of broad and complicated economic forces. Mtuiy
may be attributed to common methods and practices of the industry,
NOD ny all of thorn, unfortunately, are inter..related, precluding a
sotisfactory analysis of their rolativo importance. However, some
of the more important factors causing or contributing to logging
wasix. should be pointed out in order to understand the conditions
surrounding the industry as a whole.
The factors of supply and demand have an important relation to logging
waste,
If the number of high grade logs that are produeod were not
sufficient to meet the demand thex'e would be a tendency for the market
to obsorb smaller logs and logs of poorer grade.
Of the several primary forest products f the region, lumber is the
most important end amounts in volume to nearly nine-tenths of the
nnu-tl output. The markets and the price received for this commodity,
therefore, are very important from the standpoint of good utilization.
The distances to the larger domestic markets, however, are so great
as to give other competing regions the benefit of shorter hauls and
therefore lower transportation costs.
This tends to depress the price
of lumber in the Douglas fir region to a point where production coat
closely approximates the selling price. Duo to this condition, as
well as to other economic factors, the market for logs has been weak
tnd critical, thus limiting the sale of small, rough logs, pDrtaeularly
those from the less-favored species such as western hemlock 'and balsam
firs (Abies) which are found in the forest in mixture with the more
valuable species.
The ability of the market to absorb even relatively small amounts of
such items as pulpwood, shingles, cooporaga, poles end piling, and a
number of secondary products has a beneficial effect on utilization
in the woods, since it provides an outlet for certain types of
material which cannot profitably be used for lumber. The demand for
these products, however, is still not great enough to make city notice..
able impression upon the large amounts of low grade material which
remain in the woods after logging,
Not only have large bod±e of timber in the Douglas fir region been
bought and held more or less for specvlation, but the producing branch
of the lumber industry of the region has nocessarily carriod over so
much larger supplies of raw material in the form of stumpago than is
the caso of other industries, excepting thoso engaged lit the produotion of oil,, coal, and the like6
Because of excessive oanz7ing
charges on this standing timber, such as interest on borrowed capital,
advancing tax rates, costs of fire prevention and suppression, as well
as the desire on the part of some owaers to realize on their stumpage
investments, there is apparently a strong pressure to liquidate stumpage through cutting, This, in addition to tho more or loss wholesome
pressure to operate that is common in most industires, ha resulted
in over-production, oven during periods of a sluggish or a 'falling
market, with attendant wood losses in both mills and woods.
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1.

Loing Methods

The loggersof the Douglas fir region feU all of the trees that are
considered merchantable. These are out into logs, $ILd by means of
high-speed power equipment are skidded to the railroad irrespective
of the presence of smaller or otherwise less desirable trees, which
The huge trees, when
occur in large numbers in many stands of timber.
they are thrown, tend to mash down many of the trees that are
Others ar pulled over or are knocked down by the logs as they are
dragged over the ground to the log landing where thoy are loaded on
cars. After logging is completed, the remaining trees together with
great masses of broken and culled logs, tree tops, windfalls, snags,
limbs, and underbrush, are burned broadcast at a suitablo season o2
the year, The mixture of small trees, having a diameter of from six
to eighteen inches and with little or no present value with large
timber, either as individuals or as patches of a few or more acres,
presents a problem which automatically results in waste.

left.

Not infrequently areas occur within the logging operation which contain
no merchantable trees but have grown up with dense stands of small tim
her.

The logger takes out the surrounding ooxmaeroially-va3.uable trees

and, so far as the logging operation is concerned, does not damage the
second growth unless, which often happens, the logs are dragged thx'ough
and caterpillars, today, much of this
it. With the use
is now eliminated.
hon the slash is burned, however1 usually no
precaution is taken to protect the young etand that remains arid since
the area is surrounded by the hot slash fire the trees are usually
killod, In other cases such small timber is frequently sacrificed
for a very few large trees that are standing With

of tractors

it.

There are many other practices in the woods which cause heauy waato
in logging operations, but apace does not allow us to take them up.
We may mention a few of them: breage resulting from felling;
excessive stump heights faultr bucking of troes and the skidding of
logs to the railroad, However, it is refreshing to note the change
in logging operations which some operators have made in the past few
years. The writer visited a large logging operation southeast of
Seattle a short time ago said was agreeably surprised to find that
practically all of the wasteful practices mentioned above had been
eliminated, From the standpoint of the elimination of twaste,ht it
was the cleanest logging operation he had ever seen. In fact it was
too clean, That was the one criticism, Not a ainle seedling was
This is known as clear outhng.
left on the entire mountain aide.
The huge Douglas fir forests of the Pacific Northwest have almost
always been nearly olear-out' by private operators, and those trees
which did escape the axe have generally been knocked down by the highpower logging machinery, Furthermore, the highly inflammable debris
left on the gromd after such operations has generally burned up after
a short time, thus killing the reproduction which may have started
from the aeeda shod by the old stand before it was logged. The result
in about 60 per cent of the outover forests has boon dova8tation."*

* Irving M. Clarke

An estimate, reached in l929 shows that the annual acetnulation 0
material of cordwood size or larger, now be:tng left unused after
logging in the Douglas fir region znount to considerably more than
board out, or more than six million cords of sound wood,
This figure becomes significant when one roa1izo that in footage it
is equal to almost onei.tent}i of all the lumber armually produced from
domestic timber in the United States. As a further comparison, it
may be noted that in 1926 the total pulpwood cut in the United States
ate
was 5,459, 517 cords, or over 500,000 cord lees than the logging
in 1929.

three billion

than one.thjrd of this snount of unutilizod woodm 1,146,276,000
feet or 2,292,252 cords
was western hemlock, Sitica spruce, and true
or ltWh1t& firs, woods in demand for suiphito and moohanical paper pulp
was Douglas fir,
The balance
1,942,472,000 teat or 3,884,944 cords
western red cedar, and other species such as Port Orford and ineenso
More

cedar, sugar, western puie and yellow prie, vtoods with high values for
lumber but low pulping properties, at least when reduced by present con..
riiercial practices. More than one.half of all the 1oggin 'waste
1,626,547,0QO feot
was oug as fir.

More than one.third
1,354,828,000 feet - of all the unused wood
found in the region 'was within the Puget Sound district. This is
largely due
lumber industry within it, and to the fact that a considerable percentage
of its timber is western hemlock, a species having at present a re1otivel
low commercial value for sawlogs, For much the seme reasons1 ono.-f0u2'th
of all the logging waste 18 found in the Columbia
781,615,000 feet
River district.

to the great size of the district, to the activity of the

in analysis of the total annual wood loss of ,088,748,000 feet b,m.
shows that more than onethird, or 1,062,529,000 feet b,m. is in the
form of Class I sawlogs, the bulk of which under slightly improved
economic conditionø the industry could reasonably be expected to use
for lumbers at least 90 per cent of these logs were we].1 within or
above the specifications of ooniineroial log grade No. 3 providOd for
Douglas fir by the Puge.t Sound Log Scaling and Grading Bureau, A
little lees than one-halt, 480,623,000 feet1 of the Class I loge are
western hemlock, twhit&t fir and Sitka spruce, woods of interest to
the west oaet paper pulp industry since it depends largely upon these
species for ita raw material,
In this day of applied science, it is reasonable to believe that sooner
or later not only profitable uses but eoonomioal methods of logging
and manufacture will be found for at 1eat a considerable proportion
of the logging waste of the region

